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Abstract

Electric power has been considered as a continuous flow based on circuit theory.

Recently, however, wide-bandgap power semiconductor devices, which provide the po-

tential for handling high-power and high-frequency electricity, enable us to digitize power

through power packetization. Power packets are directly and physically tagged as their

voltage waveforms. The power packet dispatching system consists of network lines and

routers, which store and forward power packets according to the tags’ information. Here,

power packet is defined as a unit of electric power transferred by a power pulse with an

information tag.

This dissertation addresses to design electrical energy networks based on power pack-

etization. Our goal is to design the network, which meets intermittent and spatially

distributed supply and demand, by processing power according to the number of power

packets in a digitized manner. To this end, we establish packet-centric framework, in

which power is digitized and quantized. In Shannon’s information theory, messages are

represented by symbol sequences in a digitized manner. Referring to this formulation,

we define symbol in power packetization as a minimum unit of power transferred by a

tagged pulse. Then, power packetization is a simultaneous representation of messages

and energy with symbol sequences.

Prior to discussing power packetization in networks, we clarify router’s operation

in the physical layer, presenting two studies. The first study discusses power packet

transfer under asynchronous conditions. Synchronization is the key to detect the tag’s

information at the receiving router. The second study investigates power dispatching at

router with density modulation of power packets in transmission.

Then, we consider the packet-centric framework, introducing symbol as a minimum

unit of electric power. Here, energy of each symbol is uniquely determined as a positive
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real number. Energy representation for a finite duration is considered with a set of sym-

bol sequences, which represent energy as the total amount of energy of symbols. First,

we clarify the condition for existence of energy representation. Then, we mathematically

prove an asymptotic property. This property shows that, as the represented energy be-

comes infinite, the frequency of occurrences of a symbol in almost all sequences can be

approximated by the probability determined from the energy of symbols.

Next, we consider packetized power in networks for a finite duration. Here, symbols

and their energies are given to the network. A network structure is defined using a

graph, whose nodes represent routers, sources, and destinations. As a representation of

packetized power, we introduce symbol propagation matrix (SPM), in which symbols

are transferred at links during unit times. Packetized power is described as network flow

in a spatio-temporal structure. First, we consider the problem of selecting a SPM in

terms of transferability, that is, the possibility to represent given energies at sources and

destinations for the finite duration. We formulate the problem of selecting packetized

power as M-convex submodular flow problem, which is known as generalization of the

minimum cost flow problem and it is solvable. Then, we consider the discrete dynamics

of energy transfer by designing the router’s operation for matching supply and demand.

The network is designed to separately and individually manage the up-stream dispatch-

ing of required power from destinations and the down-stream dispatching of supplied

power from sources at the symbol level in a decentralized manner.

At last, we take a glance at the corresponding continuous dynamics for future work.

Here, power packet transfer is considered as wave propagation by averaging in time.
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Notation

R set of real numbers

R>0 set of positive real numbers

Z set of integer numbers

Z≥0 set of non-negative integers

Z≥1 set of positive integers

∅ empty set

2X set of all subsets of set X, i.e. power set of X

|X| number of elements of a finite set X

[x, y) interval defined as {z ∈ R | z ≥ x ∧ z < y}
(x, y] interval defined as {z ∈ R | z > x ∧ z ≤ y}
[x, y] interval defined as {z ∈ R | z ≥ x ∧ z ≤ y}
⌊x⌋ largest integer not exceeding a real number x

⌈x⌉ smallest integer not less than a real number x

⟨x⟩ fractional part of a real number x, i.e. ⟨x⟩ = x− ⌊x⌋
dom f effective domain of function f

Σ, ΣT set of symbols (symbol is a minimum unit of electric power)

E : Σ → R>0 energy of symbols Σ

G = (V,A) directed graph with node set V and link set A

∂+a initial node of link a

∂−a terminal node of link a

δ+v set of links leaving node v

δ−v set of links entering node v

∂ξ boundary of flow ξ
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Shannon shows in his seminal work [1] that “all technical communications are es-

sentially digital; more precisely, that all technical communications are equivalent to the

generation, transmission, and reception, of random binary digits” [2]. Sampling theo-

rem explains that a continuous band-limited signal can be represented as a discrete-time

signal without loss of generality [1, 3]. Communication networks have been developed

in a digitized manner by utilizing packet switching, which breaks messages into smaller

pieces named “packets”, for dynamic assignment of network resources [4]. Until now,

design frameworks of these networks have been presented with protocol hierarchies from

the physical layer to the application layer [5].

Conversely, electric power has been considered as a continuous flow based on circuit

theory, in which power flow is governed by Kirchhoff laws and Tellegen’s theorem [6].

The circuit theory is generalized as network thermodynamics [7]. Power is expressed as

a product of a variable and its covariable, which are voltage difference and current in

electrical network, force and velocity in mechanics, and so on. Various nonlinear complex

systems can be represented as circuits in the system topology with energy dissipation

and energy storage. Even when different types of energy are converted from one type

to another, all energy flows can be handled on an equal footing with bond graphs [7].

Here, energy flow is handled in a continuous manner under the conservation of energy.

Although information transfer is digital while electric energy has been transferred as

continuous flow, there exists a close relationship between energy and information. As

Shannon discussed channel capacity with a power limitation [1], information is trans-
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ferred with energy in practical systems. Information theory can include source coding

with cost functions, in which the cost of symbols, such as energy, is minimized [1, 8].

Simultaneous transfer of information and energy has been also performed in power line

communication, radio frequency identification, radio-frequency-based energy harvesting,

and so on, and tradeoffs between transferred energy and information rate are theoret-

ically derived in several settings [9–11]. From a viewpoint of physics, the notion of

information attaches to the notion of entropy in statistical mechanics and has brought

to our attention the second law of thermodynamics [1, 12, 13].

Recently, wide-bandgap power semiconductor devices, which provide the potential for

handling high-power and high-frequency electricity, enable us to digitize power through

power packetization [14, 15]. Introducing a power packet as a unit of electric power

transferred by a power pulse with an information tag, the dissertation addresses the

design of electrical energy networks based on power packetization.

1.1 Electrical Energy Networks and Power Manage-

ment

Electrical energy network is an electrical circuit connecting sources and loads, which

is designed to transfer energy between the sources and the loads and to match supply

and demand. Electric power supply system has been widely spread among various appli-

cations, such as vehicles [16, 17], aircrafts [18, 19], and robots [20], besides conventional

power systems [21]. In addition, more and more electrical energy generators and storage

have been introduced into these systems. For example, vehicles have been equipped

with battery, supercapacitor, photovoltaic cell, regenerative breaking, and so on [16].

Utilization of these multiple energy sources leads to optimal energy operation while sat-

isfying the vehicle’s performances [17]. In an aircraft, the distributed power system,

which brings the flexibility to generate and distribute power efficiently near to where

it is being consumed, is expected to save significant weight and volume and reduce the

power rating of the main conductors [18, 19]. In legged robots, since legged locomotion

involves alternating positive and negative work, passive dynamics and elastic elements

provide “mechanical energy capacitors” that can store kinetic or elastic potential energy
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and return the same without itself consuming a significant amount of energy [20]. The

introduction of these potential energy sources highlights the necessity to manage the

intermittent and spatially distributed supply and demand in electrical energy networks.

On the other hand, information and communication technology is coming into the

spotlight for managing power systems with control and monitoring [22]. For saving

energy in each household, home energy management systems have been developed [23,

24]. The proposed HEMS calls attention to the possibility of saving energy by visualizing

power usage in real time, and it also controls air conditioning and lighting automatically

to suppress energy consumption based on information from sensors in rooms. Recently,

on-demand home energy networking has been proposed with a hierarchical protocol,

which composed of the request/response layer, the path control layer, and the physical

layer [25, 26]. In the request/response layer, each powered device decides how much

power it requests, and each power source decides how much it offers in response [26].

The rules for managing energy can be automatically generated based on the priorities of

appliances [27]. These studies show the possibility of adjusting the best match between

supply and demand by integrating information and communication technologies into

electrical energy networks.

The concept of power packet was proposed in 1990s to manage complicated power

flows in power systems caused by various power transactions after deregulation [28]. In

the proposal, electric energy routers, which include energy storage devices, were installed

into the electrical energy networks. The router manipulates its own storage device ac-

cording to the flow control data transferred with the power packet so as to compensate

for the difference between the generation schedule and the demand schedule. Referring

to this work, power packet transactions was proposed for an electric power distribution

system [29]. He et al. proposed an electric power architecture, rooted in lessons learned

from the Internet and microgrids, to produce a grid network designed for distributed re-

newable energy, prevalent energy storage, and stable autonomous systems [30]. “Energy

packet networks” were also proposed to provide energy on demand to Cloud Computing

servers [31]. There is a proposal for controllable-delivery power grid, in which electri-

cal power is delivered through discrete power levels directly to customers [32]. In the

physical layer, a universal power router is designed and evaluated for residential applica-

tions [33]. On the other hand, in most of these proposals, electric energy and information
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are separately transferred or the physical design is not mentioned. It has been difficult to

realize the practical hardware to deal with electric power in the same way as information,

because energy has been transferred with high-power and low-frequency electricity while

information has been transferred with low-power and high-frequency electricity [14,15].

For ensuring consistency between the physical layer and the logical layer, the synchrony

between energy and information is crucial for managing power.

In the physical layer, wide-bandgap power semiconductors, such as Silicon Carbide

(SiC) and Gallium Nitride (GaN), have shown material properties enabling power device

operation at potentially higher temperatures, voltages, and switching speeds than the

current Si technology [34, 35]. High-speed gate drive circuits have been developed to

achieve high frequency switching over 1 MHz [36, 37]. This work enables us to handle

high-power and high-frequency electricity and physically develop AC power routing sys-

tems and power packet dispatching systems [14, 15]. The AC power routing has been

realized by circuit exchanges and is applicable to both single-phase systems and three-

phase systems [14, 15, 38–40]. To keep the consistency between the physical and the

logical layer, information for managing power flow is superimposed on power waveforms

by utilizing power line communication (PLC) in these propositions. In the next section,

we introduce the power packet dispatching systems in which power is transferred by

power pulses tagged with their voltage waveform.

1.2 Power Packet Dispatching Systems

In this section, we introduce power packet dispatching systems. In the system, power

packets are directly and physically tagged with their voltage waveforms [14, 15]. Thus,

energy and information are integrated at an individual packet level. A power packet

consists of a header, a payload, and a footer as shown in Fig. 1.1. The waveform

of a packet is not necessarily rectangular and can be designed suitable for power line

channels [41]. The payload brings power, while the header and the footer carry the

information as the packet’s tag. The information tag identifies the different kinds of

power due to different sources, destinations, voltages, control command, and so on.

Power packet is processed by routers with multiple input ports, multiple output ports,

and multiple energy storage. The router has been empirically designed as schematically
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Figure 1.2: Schematic configuration of a router with two inputs, two outputs, and two
storage units [42].

shown in Fig. 1.2 [42]. Energy storage consists of capacitors implemented between input

and output ports. To detect the information provided by the tags, the voltage waveform

of every packet is sampled with the router’s internal clock. Here, the packet itself

can contain the preamble for recognizing the sent information, fixing the clock of the

receiving router with phase-locked loop [43,44]. According to the detected information,

the receiving router stores the energy of the packet to its internal storage and forwards

the packet attaching the tag to the packet again. The forwarding of power packets has

been experimentally achieved in several network topologies [42, 45].

Power demand can be satisfied through density modulation of power packets. Power

regulation algorithm is proposed to realize the desired dynamical behavior of the ob-

jective loads by extending the optimal dynamic quantizer, which is investigated in the

context of control with a discrete-valued signal [46]. The trajectory control of the manip-

ulator has been numerically and experimentally verified in the power packet dispatching

system [47]. This work demonstrates that power can be supplied to loads in a discrete
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form.

1.3 Network Design Based on Power Packetization

In sharing energy between sources and destinations in an electrical energy network,

there exist up-stream dispatching of required power from destinations to sources and

down-stream dispatching of supplied power from sources to destinations1 [48]. The

required power from destinations should be met to satisfy the desired behavior of the

system, while the amount of supplied power from sources is restricted at each source.

If electrical energy networks can be designed to connect numerous sources and loads

and allow them to generate and consume energy as needed, it will lead to saving of

a significant amount of energy by utilizing potential energy sources (e.g. regenerative

energy from all motors in a robot) whose energy would otherwise be dissipated as heat.

On the other hand, power supply systems have usually been assumed to have a

sufficiently high inertia. In these systems, multiple sources have been connected in

parallel and stabilized so as to utilize them as a single bus. However, with physically

coupled multiple sources and multiple loads, it seems to be difficult to realize the desired

supply and desired demand simultaneously. Thus, the key is to directly and physically

process the power in the network through power packetization.

Now, the design of electric energy networks is considered based on physically de-

veloped power packet dispatching systems. Our goal is to design the network, which

matches the intermittent and spatially distributed supply and demand, by processing

power according to the number of power packets in a digitized manner. With power

packetization, the up-stream dispatching and the down-stream dispatching can be sep-

arately and individually managed in a single network. A schematic of power packet

dispatching network is shown in Fig. 1.3. The system consists of routers and network

lines. When we send the packets in the network using time-division multiplexing (TDM),

it becomes possible to distinguish the power at each line by using the information tag as

an index. In the router, the different kinds of power are identified by multiple storage

units installed in the router. In the network, power is given by the density of power

1The up-stream dispatching and down-stream dispatching were discussed in conventional power
systems to trace the flow of electricity to sources and to destinations respectively [48].
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source destination
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Figure 1.3: A schematic of power packet dispatching network.

packets. Here, power is digitized and quantized.

The main part of this dissertation presents and investigates packet-centric framework

of energy transfer for network design. Here, power packet is defined as a unit of electric

power transferred by a power pulse with an information tag. In Shannon’s information

theory, messages are represented by symbol sequences in a digitized manner. Referring

to this formulation, we define symbol in power packetization as a minimum unit of power

transferred by a tagged pulse. Then, power packetization is a simultaneous representa-

tion of messages and energy with symbol sequences. Power packetization may change

power distribution completely different from the conventional.

1.4 Outline

The dissertation addresses the design of electrical energy network based on power

packetization. The structure of the dissertation is shown in Fig. 1.4. In Chapter 2,

the router’s operation in the physical layer is clarified through complementing studies

mentioned in Sect. 1.2. Next, in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, the packet-centric framework is

considered in networks with defining symbol as a minimum unit of power: In Chapter

3, energy representation with symbols is investigated; In Chapters 4 and 5, transmission

of symbols in networks is considered. Finally, we take a glance at the corresponding

continuous dynamics in Chapter 5. The contents in each chapter are summarized below:

• Chapter 2: Router’s Operation in Physical Layer

Two studies on the router’s operations in the physical layer are presented to com-
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Figure 1.4: The structure of the dissertation. Chapter 2 covers the physical layer.
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 mostly consider the packet-centric framework in networks, defining
symbol as a minimum unit of power. Finally, we take a glance at the corresponding
continuous dynamics in Chapter 5.

plement studies on power packet dispatching systems mentioned in Sect. 1.2. The

first study investigates the reception of information tags at the receiving router

under asynchronous conditions. By analyzing the asynchronous sampling at the

receiving router, we describe the effect of detection errors on the density of power

packets. The second study investigates the up-stream dispatching of power at a

router with the density modulation of power packets in transmission. It is ana-

lyzed by the averaging method and is numerically verified. Through this chapter,

the router’s operations are clarified in the physical layer.

• Chapter 3: Energy Representation with Power Packet

This chapter introduces symbol as a minimum unit of power and theoretically in-

vestigates energy representation with symbols. Energy of each symbol is uniquely

determined as a positive real number. Energy representation for a finite duration

is formulated as a set of symbol sequences, which represent energy as the total

amount of energy of symbols. First, we mathematically clarify the condition for

existence of energy representation. This shows the limit on accuracy with which

all sufficiently large energies can be represented. Then, we prove an asymptotic

property which shows that, as the represented energy becomes infinite, the fre-
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quency of occurrences of a symbol in almost all sequences can be approximated by

the probability determined from the energy of symbols. Finally, this asymptotic

property is numerically verified in the representation of finite energy.

• Chapter 4: Symbol Propagation in Networks

This chapter considers packetized power in networks for a finite duration. Here,

symbols and their energies are given to the network. A network structure is defined

using a graph, whose nodes represent routers, sources, and destinations. First, we

introduce symbol propagation matrix (SPM), in which symbols are transferred at

links during unit times. Packetized power is described as network flow in a spatio-

temporal structure. Then, we consider the problem of selecting a SPM in terms

of transferability, that is, the possibility to represent given energies at sources and

destinations for the finite duration. To select packetized power as a network flow

problem, we weight the supplied energy from the sources and the supplied energy

to the destinations (V1), transferred energy at each link during each unit time

(V2), and change of stored energy in each router (V3). The problem is formulated

as M-convex submodular flow problem which is known as generalization of the

minimum cost flow problem and it is solvable. At last, through examples, we

verify that this formulation provides reasonable packetized power.

• Chapter 5: Dynamics of Energy Transfer

This chapter considers the dynamics of energy transfer with power packets, in

networks, based on the conservation of energy. In the formulation of symbol prop-

agation matrix introduced in Chapter 4, we mainly consider the discrete dynamics

of energy transfer by designing the operation of nodes. Unlike Chapter 4 which

selects packetized power by globally optimizing the power flow, here, transferred

symbols are determined by exchanging information between adjacent nodes in a

decentralized manner. The exchanged information is the up-stream requests to

get symbols from adjacent nodes and down-stream requests to give symbols to ad-

jacent nodes. The up-stream dispatching of required power and the down-stream

dispatching of supplied power are simultaneously managed in a single network at

the symbol level. At the router, stored energy is kept within a given capacity. It

9



is numerically verified that supply and demand can be met in the designed net-

work. At last, we take a glance at corresponding continuous dynamics for future

work. Here, power packet transfer is considered as wave propagation by averaging

in time.

• Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work

The results are summarized and future work is discussed.
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Chapter 2

Router’s Operation in Physical

Layer

In this chapter, two studies on router’s operations in the physical layer are presented

to complement the studies on power packet dispatching systems mentioned in Sect. 1.2.

The first one investigates the reception of information tags at the receiving router under

asynchronous conditions. By analyzing the asynchronous sampling at the receiving

router, we describe the effect of detection errors on the density of power packets. The

other one investigates the up-stream dispatching of the required power from loads to

sources with the density modulation of power packets in transmission. It is analyzed by

averaging method and is numerically verified.

2.1 Power Packet Transfer under Asynchronous

Conditions

In this section, the operation of the receiving router is investigated under the condi-

tion that there is no synchronization between packets and the receiving router, so that

the received tags are asynchronously sampled. In communication systems, asynchronous

sampling introduces insertions and deletions of symbols, i.e. synchronization errors, for

the recipient [49,50]. Synchronization errors also appear in detecting the tags of packets.

In packetized power, however, it is impossible to drop or copy packets to deal with the

11



errors as in information transfer, because energy, which is the payload of a packet, is the

conserved physical quantity. In the following, we first explain the operation of a receiv-

ing router mentioned in Sect. 1.2 in detail. Then, asynchronous sampling is analyzed

at the receiving router. Finally, we discuss the effect of synchronization errors on the

density of power packets.

2.1.1 Power Packet and Receiving Router

Power packet is a unit of power tagged with its voltage waveform. The information

tag precedes the power pulse and identifies kinds of power due to different sources,

destinations, voltages, control command and so on. At each router, power packets are

processed according to the information provided by the tags. The voltage tag is sampled

with a router’s internal clock and the tag is received as a symbol sequence1. Here, the

packet itself can contain the preamble for recognizing the tag’s information by fixing

the clock of receiving router with phase-locked loop [43, 44]. According to the received

information, the router stores the energy of the packet to its internal storage and forwards

the packet attaching the tag to the packet again2.

If the received tag is asynchronously sampled, some symbols in the tag can be dupli-

cated or deleted, that is, synchronization errors occur. Then, the packet is processed as

if the packet had a different tag and forwarded with the tag different from the original

one. In other words, the packet is exchanged for a different one at the receiving router.

2.1.2 Analysis of Asynchronous Sampling

Here, we analyze the asynchronous sampling at the receiving router. In the following,

for a real number x ∈ R, ⌊x⌋ denotes the largest integer not greater than x, ⌈x⌉ denotes
the smallest integer not less than x, and ⟨x⟩ denotes the fractional part of x, i.e. x−⌊x⌋.

First, we describe the system model. The receiver samples the voltage of the received

packets with fixed sampling period Tc ∈ R>0 at t ∈ TcZ := {Tcj | j ∈ Z}. Symbols in

1To detect a tag, the receiving router needs to know a symbol from which each tag begins. How-
ever, unlike the word synchronization problem in communication systems [49], power pulses are always
inserted between successive tags and can be used to find the beginning of the tags in power packetization.

2In addition, there is a possibility that the router does not receive the packet by opening the circuit
of the input port. In this case, energy of the packet remains in the sending router.
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each tag are set to have the same duration Tb ∈ R>0. The tag i is received from τi ∈ R,
where i ∈ Z is indexed to all tags, and hence to all packets, in time order. The k-th

symbol of the tag i is detected if the tag is sampled during a time [Tbk+τi, Tb(k+1)+τi)

(k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Ki − 1}). Focusing on the periodic sampling TcZ, we define

⟨τ⟩c := ⟨−τ/Tc⟩ (τ ∈ R). (2.1)

For a timing τ ∈ R, Tc⟨τ⟩c is equal to the time difference between the timing τ and

the first sampling point after τ ; more precisely, we have the following equation (see

Appendix A.1):

Tc⟨τ⟩c = min{Tcj − τ | j ∈ Z ∧ Tcj ≥ τ}. (2.2)

In the following, we consider ⟨τi⟩c as the phase of the packet i.

Then, we consider the detection of the tag i3. The received symbol sequence from the

tag i is determined by the number of times the k-th symbol is sampled (k ∈ {0, · · · , Ki−
1}), which is derived as follows (see Appendix A.2):

|[Tbk + τi, Tb(k + 1) + τi) ∩ TcZ|

=

⎧
⎨

⎩
⌊Tb/Tc⌋ ⟨⟨τi⟩c − k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩⟩ ≥ ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ ,

⌊Tb/Tc⌋+ 1 ⟨⟨τi⟩c − k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩⟩ < ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ .
(2.3)

In the case of ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ = 0, every symbol is sampled ⌊Tb/Tc⌋ times, so that the received

symbol sequence is determined by the fixed value ⌊Tb/Tc⌋. In the case of ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ ̸= 0,

each symbol is sampled ⌊Tb/Tc⌋ times or ⌊Tb/Tc⌋ + 1 times depending on the phase

of the packet i, i.e. ⟨τi⟩c, so that the received symbol sequence is determined by the

set of symbols sampled ⌊Tb/Tc⌋ times or equivalently by the set of symbols sampled

⌊Tb/Tc⌋+ 1 times. As derived in Appendix A.3, the former set is represented as

{ιl(⟨τi⟩c) | 0 ≤ ιl(⟨τi⟩c) < Ki ∧ l ∈ {0, 1, · · · }}, (2.4)

3Note that the length of the received symbol sequence from a tag changes depending on the number
of duplicated symbols and deleted symbols.
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where

ιl(φ) :=

⌈
1

1−⟨Tb/Tc⟩
(l+1−φ)

⌉
− 1 (φ ∈ [0, 1), l ∈ Z), (2.5)

and the later set is represented as

{κl(⟨τi⟩c) | 0 ≤ κl(⟨τi⟩c) < Ki ∧ l ∈ {0, 1, · · · }}, (2.6)

where

κl(φ) :=

⌊
1

⟨Tb/Tc⟩
(l + φ)

⌋
(φ ∈ [0, 1), l ∈ Z). (2.7)

Obviously, we have ι−1(φ) < 0 ≤ ι0(φ) and ιl+1(φ) ≥ ιl(φ) + 1, and κ−1(φ) < 0 ≤ κ0(φ)

and κl+1(φ) ≥ κl(φ) + 1. Both ιl and κl designate a received symbol sequence as a

function of the phase of the packet. In other words, every possible packet exchange

corresponds to a subset of the space of phase variable φ ∈ [0, 1).

Finally, we consider a sequence of packets, setting that the same packets are period-

ically transferred with period Tp, i.e. τi+1 = τi + Tp. In this case, the phase of packets

is described as

⟨τi+1⟩c = ⟨⟨τi⟩c + ⟨Tp⟩c⟩ , (2.8)

which represents the rotation of the circle [51]. Thus, the phase is periodically changed

when Tp is rationally related with Tc, and the phase is uniformly distributed when Tp

is irrationally related with Tc [51]. In both the cases, packets are exchanged with a

constant rate by asynchronous sampling. On the other hand, the rate is determined

depending on the initial phase ⟨τ0⟩c in the former case, while the rate is determined

independently of ⟨τ0⟩c in the latter case.

2.1.3 Discussion with Example

In this section, we discuss power packet transfer with a simple example system. The

rate of packet exchange is investigated both analytically and numerically. Here, the rate

of packet exchange is the key to handle power with the density of power packets.
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Figure 2.1: Voltage waveform of power packet. Each tag represents “10”, i.e. packet α.
The payload is accompanied with the current.

Figure 2.2: A state machine for router’s operation driven by the received binary se-
quences. A and B are commands to process a packet as α and β respectively. R is a
command to open the circuit of the input port.

Simple Example System

First, we provide a simple example of a power packet dispatching system referring to

experimental settings in [14,15,42]. The system has two distinct tags, and hence has the

two varieties of packets called packet α and packet β. Theses packets are generated from

DC power supplies as shown in Fig. 2.1. Each tag represents a binary sequence with

two bits whose head is “1”, which represents a start signal. The second bit identifies

the packet; “0” and “1” denote the packet α and β respectively. The power pulse has a

rectangular voltage waveform, which is detected as “1” at the receiving router, and takes

a much longer time than the tag. In order to reset the router, a zero-voltage interval is

inserted between the power pulse and the successive tag.

Fig. 2.2 shows a state machine for router’s operation. The state machine is driven

by the received binary sequences. A and B are commands to process a packet as α and

β respectively. R is a command to open the circuit of the input port. Thus, power

is brought at the state S4. In the following, we assume that the zero-voltage interval

preceding each tag is sufficiently long, so that the state machine is reset to S0 before

each tag.

The packet α can be exchanged for the packet β by asynchronous sampling. For
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example, if the first bit “1” is sampled twice and the second bit “0” is sampled once, the

packet α is exchanged for the packet β. On the other hand, packet β is not exchanged

for packet α by asynchronous sampling in this example system.

Packet Exchange and Phase

In the example system, we demonstrate that a packet is exchanged according to its

phase with the following cases of the sampling period Tc and the symbol duration Tb:

(C1) 1/2 ≤ Tb/Tc < 1, in which case ι1(φ) ≥ 2 holds for all φ ∈ [0, 1), and hence at

most one symbol is deleted in each tag; (C2) 1 < Tb/Tc ≤ 3/2, in which case κ1(φ) ≥ 2

holds for all φ ∈ [0, 1), and hence at most one symbol is sampled twice in each tag; (C3)

Tb = Tc.

The packet i is received as packet α. Then, in the case of (C1), the head of the

received symbol sequence after τi becomes (i) “0111” when ι0(⟨τi⟩c) = 0 holds, (ii)

“1111” when ι0(⟨τi⟩c) = 1 holds, and (iii) “1011” when ι0(⟨τi⟩c) ≥ 2 holds. According

to the state machine in Fig. 2.2, the packet i becomes α in the case of (iii) and β in

the case of (i) and (ii). Therefore, noting that ι−1
0 ({2, 3, · · · }) = [0, 2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1) and

ι−1
0 ({0, 1}) = [2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1, 1), we find that the packet i becomes

⎧
⎨

⎩
α ⟨τi⟩c ∈ [0, 2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1),

β ⟨τi⟩c ∈ [2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1, 1).
(2.9)

Eq. (2.9) shows that the packet i changes from α to β when ⟨τi⟩c ∈ [2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1, 1)

holds. Thus, if the phase is uniformly distributed, packet α is exchanged for packet β

with the probability of 2(1− ⟨Tb/Tc⟩).
Similarly, in the case of (C2), the head of a received symbol sequence after τi becomes

(i) “1101” when κ0(⟨τi⟩c) = 0 holds, (ii) “1001” when κ0(⟨τi⟩c) = 1 holds, and (iii)

“1011” when κ0(⟨τi⟩c) ≥ 2 holds. According to the state machine in Fig. 2.2, the packet

i becomes α in the case of (ii) and (iii) and β in the case of (i). Therefore, noting that

κ−1
0 ({1, 2, · · · }) = [⟨Tb/Tc⟩ , 1) and κ−1

0 ({0}) = [0, ⟨Tb/Tc⟩), we find that the packet i

becomes ⎧
⎨

⎩
α ⟨τi⟩c ∈ [⟨Tb/Tc⟩ , 1),

β ⟨τi⟩c ∈ [0, ⟨Tb/Tc⟩).
(2.10)
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Eq. (2.10) shows that the packet i changes from α to β when ⟨τi⟩c ∈ [0, ⟨Tb/Tc⟩) holds.
Thus, if the phase is uniformly distributed, packet α is exchanged for packet β with the

probability of ⟨Tb/Tc⟩.

In the case of (C3), packets are not exchanged.

Rate of Packet Exchange in Periodic Transfer

Finally, we numerically investigate the rate of packet exchange in periodic transfer of

packet α with period Tp. Here, the rate determines the density of packet α and packet

β. The rate of packet β is evaluated as the proportion of packet β in the sequence of

the packet 0 to the packet 99. We consider the case of (C1), i.e. Tc/2 ≤ Tb < Tc. The

sending router sets the period as Tp = 100Tb.

Then, with Eq. (2.9), the rate of packet β is calculated in various settings of the

ratio Tb/Tc = ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ and the initial phase ⟨τ0⟩c. In the simulation, the ratio Tb/Tc is

uniformly distributed from 1/2 to 1 and the initial phase ⟨τ0⟩c is uniformly distributed

form 0 to 1. The results for 10,000 trials are plotted in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4. Figure 2.3 shows

that, in almost all trials, the rate of packet β is given by the probability 2(1− ⟨Tb/Tc⟩)
induced from Eq. (2.9) by the phase with uniform distribution.

As shown in Fig. 2.4, the difference between the rate of packet β and the probability

2(1−⟨Tb/Tc⟩) becomes large when ⟨Tp⟩c is close to a value such as 0, 1/2, 1/3, and 2/3,

which induces a periodic rotation with a short period. To explain this, we demonstrate

that the difference becomes large when ⟨Tp⟩c is close to 1/2. If ⟨Tp⟩c = 1/2, the sequence

of exchanged packets becomes a repetition of αα, αβ, βα, or ββ depending on the initial

phase and the boundary point 2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1 in Eq. (2.9), so that the rate of packet β is

discretized to 0, 0.54, or 1. If ⟨Tp⟩c is close but not equal to 1/2, the rate of packet β

takes a value between 0.5 and 1 in the case of 2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1 < 1/2 and between 0 and

0.5 in the case of 2 ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − 1 > 1/2 as an average. Thus, the difference becomes large

when ⟨Tp⟩c ≈ 1/2 holds.

4If the rate of packet β is evaluated as the proportion in an odd-number of packets, the rate of packet
β slightly changes from 0.5 depending on whether the sequence is a repetition of αβ or βα.
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Figure 2.3: Relationship between the ratio Tb/Tc and the rate of packet β in 10,000
trials.
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Figure 2.4: Relationship between ⟨Tp⟩c and the difference between the rate of packet β
and the probability 2(1− ⟨Tb/Tc⟩) in 10,000 trials.

2.2 Up-stream Dispatching of Power at Router

The up-stream and down-stream dispatching of power can be dynamically realized

by routing power according to the tags of packets as mentioned in Sect. 1.3. Here, power

is given by the density of power packets. Up till now, the method for generating power

packets is proposed to realize the desired dynamical behavior of the objective loads by

extending the dynamic quantizer for a discrete-valued signal [46,47]. The aim of down-

stream dispatching is to transfer the amount of supplied power to multiple destinations.

On the other hand, the aim of up-stream dispatching is to allocate the desired amount

of required power to multiple sources.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of the system to investigate up-stream dispatching of
power at router.

In this section, we focus on the up-stream dispatching of the required power from

destinations to sources with density modulation of power packets in transmission. The

up-stream dispatching is discussed at a router, i.e. a unit element of the network which

dispatches power packets spatially and temporally based on information tags. Here,

assuming the router developed physically as shown in Fig. 1.2, we show the relationship

between transferred power into the router and the density of packets being sent. The

relationship is analyzed by the averaging method [52], and then is numerically verified

by simulating the dynamics of the storage in the router.

2.2.1 Problem Settings

Handling power as a continuous flow by averaging, we focus on up-stream dispatching

of power packets stored at a same storage in each router. Power packets are physically

coupled if they are stored at a same storage. Except that, there is no coupling. In

the up-stream dispatching, at a router, the required power from the load is supplied by

multiple sources and through multiple paths.

The up-stream dispatching is investigated in the setting shown in Fig. 2.5. In the

system, power packets are asynchronously transferred to the same storage through mul-

tiple inputs. The input ports are indexed by a finite set I = {1, 2, · · · , N} and the

output port is indexed by “L”. The power packet transferred via the port n ∈ I to the

storage is called packet n and power packets transferred via the port L from the storage

is called packet L.

For a finite duration, un denotes the average power transferred by packet n for
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n ∈ I ∪ {L}. Dn denotes the density of packet n, i.e. the proportion of the payload of

packet n. For a time series x, x denotes the average of x. For a packet n with non-empty

payload,
n
x denotes the average of x over the payload of the packet n. Considering a

stationary state, we investigate the problem of up-stream dispatching by the proportion

of power transferred via each input port n ∈ I, i.e. un, in the total supplied power
∑

n∈I un.

Finally, the operation of the system is explained as follows. For n ∈ I, the source

of the packet n is treated as a Thévenin equivalent circuit with the open-circuit voltage

en ≥ 0 and resistance rn. The support of en corresponds to the payload of packet n.

Noting that Dn is the proportion of the support of en, we have en = Dn
n
en. The storage

capacitance in the router is set as C and the voltage across the storage is denoted by v.

A diode is placed at each switch of the router to protect the reverse current as shown in

Fig. 1.2. Thus, the reverse current is prevented at the time of en < v for each n ∈ I. The

router regenerates the packet L with the voltage v of the storage. With PFC circuits,

the load is treated as a resistance R, which requires energy uR = DLE2
0/R, where E0 is

a base value according to which voltage of packets is determined5.

2.2.2 Analysis by Averaging Method

Here, we analyze the relationship between transferred power into the router and the

density of packets being sent. In the analysis, we assume a small ripple fluctuation of

the voltage v. According to the averaging method [52], we approximate v ≈ v.

First, we consider a small ripple fluctuation of en for n ∈ I and a small difference

between {en}n∈I enough to have en > v for all n ∈ I. The packet n transfers power

approximated by

un ≈ Dnv
n
en − v

rn
. (2.11)

In addition, the following equation is led by averaging the constraint equation of the

Kirchhoff’s current law at the router’s storage in a stationary state:

∑

n∈I

Dn

n
en − v

rn
≈ DL

v

R
, (2.12)

5In the whole network, the base value of voltage can be different depending on the varieties of power
identified by tags and multiple storage [42].
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or

v ≈
∑

n∈I
Dn
rn

n
en∑

n∈I
Dn
rn

+ DL
R

. (2.13)

Using Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13), we can derive the proportion of the transferred power by

packet m for each m ∈ I:

um∑
n∈I un

≈
Dm
rm

m
em +

∑
n∈I

R
DL

Dm
rm

Dn
rn
(

m
em −

n
en)

∑
n∈I

Dn
rn

n
en

. (2.14)

If differences at source sides are negligible, the densities of power packets give the

proportion of each transferred power. In other words, if
n
en =

m
em and rn = rm for all

n,m ∈ I, the proportion can be written as

um∑
n∈I un

≈ Dm∑
n∈I Dn

. (2.15)

This relationship shows the possibility of dynamical adjustment of the up-stream dis-

patching of power at routers in a network through density modulation of power packets.

Finally, we briefly discuss the case en < v for some n ∈ I. During en < v, no power

is transferred by packet n, because the diode at link n prevents reverse instantaneous

power [44]. Therefore, the effect of the diodes should be considered by using power

density at port n6 instead of Dn which is the proportion of the payload of packet n.

2.2.3 Numerical Verification

The analytical results in Sect. 2.2.2 are obtained with a small ripple fluctuation of the

voltage v across the capacitor. Here, the relationship between transferred powers and

packet densities is numerically verified by simulating the dynamics of the voltage v. For

simplicity, we consider the case in which the number of inputs are two, i.e. I = {1, 2}.
As an example, the basis of the system is set by E0 = 12 V and uR = 1 W. Each packet

is periodically transmitted with the period from 0.5 ms to 5 ms7. The payload of packet

6Power density at port n is the proportion of support of instantaneous power at port n, which is
included in the payload of packet n. The power density at port n takes a value between 0 to Dn.

7In this simulation, the time series of packet L is assumed to be independent from the time series of
inputted packets. In our developed router, the packet L can be regenerated based on the time series of
inputted packets by router’s algorithms [42].
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1 and packet 2 has rectangular waveform of voltage, i.e. en =
n
en on the payload for

n ∈ {1, 2}. We set C = 1000 µF and r1 = r2 = 1 Ω. The average powers u1 and u2 are

defined in a duration of 100 ms.

In the following, the transferred powers {un}n∈I are calculated in various settings of

densities {Dn}n∈I in the both cases of
1
e1 =

2
e2 and

1
e1 ̸=

2
e2. The period and the phase

of each packet are uniformly distributed. The density DL is uniformly distributed from

0 to 1, and then the resistance of the load is decided as R = DL · E2
0/uR = DL · 144 Ω.

The switches and diodes in the router are ideal in the simulation.

In Case of
1
e1 =

2
e2

First, we discuss the case of
1
e1 =

2
e2 = E0. The relationship between transferred

powers and the packet densities is examined in the simulation by uniformly distributing

D1 and D2 from 0 to 1. The results for 10,000 trials are plotted in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7.

Figure 2.6 shows that, almost regardless of the dynamics, the densities of power packets

give the proportion of each transferred power as in Eq. (2.15).

Figure 2.7 shows that the total required power is satisfied with a sufficiently large

sum of densities, but is not satisfied with a small sum of densities. Here, by using

Eq. (2.13), the total transferred power can be approximated by averaging method as

u1 + u2 ≈
v2

R
=

(
D1 +D2

D1 +D2 + 0.0069

)2

W. (2.16)

This relationship, shown in Fig. 2.7 as a solid line, approximates the simulated results

well. Thus, the sum of densities should be set sufficiently large in order to keep the

voltage across the capacitor close to E0, i.e. to keep energy stored in the router at a

constant level. Then, sufficient power can be supplied to the next step.

In Case of
1
e1 ̸=

2
e2

Next, we discuss the case of
1
e1 ̸=

2
e2. As an example, we set

1
e1 = 12.5 V and

2
e2 =

12 V. The relationship between transferred powers and packet densities is numerically

examined again by uniformly distributing D1 and D2 from 0 to 1. The simulation was

repeated 10,000 times and the results were drawn in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9. In Fig. 2.9, to
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between proportion of transferred power by packet 1 and packet
densities in the case of

1
e1 =

2
e2 = E0.
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Figure 2.7: Relationship between total amount of transferred power and packet densities
in the case of

1
e1 =

2
e2 = E0. The solid line shows the relationship of Eq. (2.16).

ignore the effect of the voltage drop, only the results with the sufficiently large sum of

densities are plotted.

Figure 2.8 shows no power is transferred by packet 2 if D1 is not small. This means

the power density at link 2 becomes 0 for all possible values of D2 if packet 1 is frequently

transmitted. Fig. 2.8, however, also shows the proportion of power transferred by packet

2 ranges from 0 to 1 if D1 is sufficiently small. In addition, Fig. 2.9 shows, if the sum
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Figure 2.8: Relationship between proportion of transferred power by packet 2 and density
of packet 1 in the case of
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e2.
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Figure 2.9: Relationship between total amount of transferred power and density of packet
1 in the case of

1
e1 >

2
e2. Only the results which satisfy D1 + D2 > 0.3 are plotted to

ignore the voltage drop across the capacitor.

of densities is sufficiently large, i.e. D1 + D2 > 0.3 in this case, the required power is

met8. These results imply that, even if the differences between source voltages are not

negligible, we can adjust the proportion of input power by setting the densities of packets

with high voltage to be small.

8The transferred power slightly decreases when D1 is small. This result implies that the supplied
voltage varies from

1
e1 to

2
e2.
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Using 10 different seeds for the random number generator, we obtained similar sim-

ulation results with Figs. 2.6, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, which ensure the consistency of the

results.

2.3 Summary

2.3.1 Summary of Sect. 2.1

In Sect. 2.1, we investigated power packet transfer under asynchronous conditions

by analyzing the detection of tags at the receiving router. If the received tag is asyn-

chronously sampled, some symbols in the tag can be duplicated or deleted, that is,

synchronization errors occur, so that the packet is exchanged for a different one at the

receiving router. We analyze that, at the receiving router, symbol sequences are detected

from the tags according to the phase of the packet arrival times, which is described by

a rotation dynamics. In a simple example system, numerical simulation demonstrates

that the rate of packet exchange is determined by a ratio of the symbol duration and

the sampling period, except for the case of the periodic rotation with a small period.

These discussions provide a possibility for handling synchronization errors in the density

of power packets via the rotation dynamics.

2.3.2 Summary of Sect. 2.2

In Sect. 2.2, we demonstrated the possibility of realizing the up-stream dispatching

of required power to the sources by density modulation of power packets. The up-stream

dispatching is adjustable at a router with power packets transferred through multiple

inputs to the storage. The averaging method reveals the relationship between density of

power packets and average power transferred by the packets. By numerically simulating

the dynamics of the router’s storage, it is verified that the up-stream dispatching can

be realized if energy stored in the router is kept at a constant level. Simulated results

clearly show that even if the differences between voltages of packets are not negligible,

the dispatching is realized by reducing the densities of packets with high voltage. These

discussions provide a method for realizing desired supplies and demands by processing

power with density modulation of power packets in electrical energy networks.
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Chapter 3

Energy Representation with Power

Packet

In the following chapters, we provide the packet-centric framework of energy trans-

fer. Power packet is defined as a unit of electric power transferred by a pulse with an

information tag. In Shannon’s information theory, messages are represented by symbol

sequences in a digitized manner [1]. Referring to this formulation, we define symbol in

power packetization as a minimum unit of power transferred by a tagged pulse. Then,

power packetization is a simultaneous representation of messages and energy with symbol

sequences. Here, power is digitized and quantized.

In information theory, the representation of messages is treated as a coding problem,

in which the goal is to minimize cost such as the length of codewords. In power packetiza-

tion, however, it is important to represent the given energy as the total amount of energy

of symbols. Thus, energy representation is a problem unique to power packetization and

is important to generally understand power packetization.

This chapter considers energy representation with a set of symbol sequences, which

represent energy as the total amount. For a finite duration, given energy can be repre-

sented with a variety of symbol sequences as the total amount. In this chapter, after

introducing symbols and energy representation, we mathematically clarify the condition

for existence of energy representation. Then, an asymptotic property of energy represen-

tation is theoretically proved. Finally, this asymptotic property is numerically confirmed

in the representation of finite energy.
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3.1 Symbols and Energy Representation

We introduce symbol as a minimum unit of power and formulate energy representa-

tion1. Here, a load is treated as resistive with PFC circuit, and power is discussed in

real numbers without lack of generality. Then, information tags are set to specify the

energy as a real number. Symbol is a tagged pulse with uniquely determined energy2.

Power packetization is given as the simultaneous representation of messages and energy

with a sequence of the symbols. We call the symbol sequence which represents the given

energy as codeword. Energy representation is investigated with symbols whose energy

is uniquely determined in real numbers.

Σ denotes a finite set of symbols, and W denotes a set of finite sequences of elements

of Σ with length greater than or equal to one. W represents a set of codewords. µw(Σ ′)

denotes the number of occurrences of elements of Σ ′ ⊂ Σ in w ∈ W , where µw is a

measure on Σ. µw(Σ) is the length of the codeword w. We introduce an equivalence

relation in W defined as w ∼ w′ def⇔ µw = µw′ . Codewords composed of the same

number of symbols are considered equivalent with respect to this equivalence relation.

The equivalence class of w is defined as [w]:={w′ ∈ W | µw′ = µw}. The energy of

symbols is uniquely determined as a map

E : Σ → R>0. (3.1)

For convenience, we put E∗ = minσ∈Σ E(σ) and E∗ = maxσ∈Σ E(σ). The energy of a

codeword w ∈ W is defined as
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µw({σ}). Energy of a codeword is total energy

of symbols of which the codeword is composed.

Energy representation is formulated as a set3

WE,(c−∆c,c]:=

{
w ∈ W

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)µw({σ}) ∈ (c−∆c, c]

}
(3.2)

for c ∈ R>0 and ∆c ∈ R>0, where the energy is represented in the interval (c − ∆c, c].

1Here, we ignore the details of the physical phenomenon. In the physical layer, the symbol can be
transferred in a variety of ways during a unit time.

2In this setting, power pulses with same energy can be represented by a single symbol. The properties
which symbols does not specify are treated by indexing the symbols. The index becomes important in
terms of redundancy of the system.

3Note that energy is represented by symbol sequences with different length.
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of energy representation. Here, we set Σ = {σ1, σ2}, E(σ1) = 2,
E(σ2) = 4, c = 8, and ∆c = 1. Energy (7, 8] is represented with five symbol sequences.

Fig. 3.1 illustrates energy representation. Here, because the energy of a codeword w ∈ W

is determined by µw, w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] leads to [w] ⊂ WE,(c−∆c,c]. This implies that

the equivalence classes {[w] | w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]} forms a partition of WE,(c−∆c,c]. In the

following sections, we mathematically clarify the existence condition and the asymptotic

property of energy representation.

3.2 Existence Condition of Energy Representation

In this section, we investigate the condition for the existence of energy representation,

i.e. WE,(c−∆c,c] ̸= ∅. By definition, WE,(c−∆c,c] ̸= ∅ implies that the intersection of the

interval (c−∆c, c] and the set of energies which can be represented with symbols Σ, i.e.

{
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)µw({σ})

∣∣∣∣∣ w ∈ W

}
, (3.3)

is not empty. Fig. 3.2 shows the elements of Eq. (3.3) with two settings of Σ and E .
Here, we introduce the following definition for energy of symbols [53]:

Definition 3.1. For E : Σ → R>0,

1. (E(σ))σ∈Σ is said to be rationally related if there exists a real number Λ and positive

integers (qσ)σ∈Σ such that E(σ) = Λqσ holds for all σ ∈ Σ and the greatest common

divisor of (qσ)σ∈Σ is 1. We call Λ as the greatest common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ.

2. (E(σ))σ∈Σ is said to be irrationally related if (E(σ))σ∈Σ is not rationally related.
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(a) Representable energies with the setting Σ = {σ1,σ2}, E(σ1) = 2, and
E(σ2) = 4. The greatest common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ is Λ = 2. All positive
integer multiples of Λ = 2 are representable.

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

0.01 0.023 

0.02 

0.198 

(b) Representable energies with the setting Σ = {σ1,σ2,σ3}, E(σ1) = 0.023, E(σ2) =
0.02, and E(σ2) = 0.01. The greatest common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ is Λ = 0.001. All
integer multiples of Λ = 0.001 greater than or equal to 0.198 are representable, while
some integer multiples of Λ = 0.001 less than 0.198 are not representable.

Figure 3.2: Representable energies, i.e. the elements of Eq. (3.3).

We have a codeword with energy nE∗ for all positive integers n ∈ Z≥1 because there

exists a sequence of n symbols whose energy is E∗. Thus, ∆c ≥ E∗ implies that WE,(c−∆c,c]

is not empty for all c ≥ E∗. In Fig. 3.2(a), we can easily find that, if ∆c ≥ E∗ = 2 holds,

there is some representable energy in the interval (c−∆c, c] for all c ≥ 2. In this setting,

the condition ∆c ≥ E∗ = 2 is also necessary to ensure that WE,(c−∆c,c] is not empty for

all sufficiently large c because all representable energies are integer multiples of Λ = 2.

In Fig. 3.2(b), however, to represent sufficiently large c, the condition ∆c ≥ E∗ = 0.01 is

not necessary and ∆c ≥ Λ = 0.001 is sufficient because all integer multiples of Λ = 0.001

greater than or equal to 0.198 are representable. In the following, we prove the following

theorem to show the infimum of ∆c which guarantees that WE,(c−∆c,c] is not empty for

all sufficiently large energy c.

Theorem 3.1. The two conditions on E and ∆c below are equivalent.

I. There exists c0 ∈ R>0 such that WE,(c−∆c,c] is not empty for all c ≥ c0.

II. If (E(σ))σ∈Σ is rationally related and the greatest common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ is

Λ, then ∆c ≥ Λ holds. If (E(σ))σ∈Σ is irrationally related, then ∆c > 0 holds.
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Proof that I implies II. We prove that, if II is false, then I is false. We assume II is

false. First, we consider the case that (E(σ))σ∈Σ is rationally related and the great-

est common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ is Λ. Then, for every codeword w ∈ W , its energy
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µw({σ}) is an integer multiple of Λ. In addition, ∆c < Λ follows from the as-

sumption. Thus, we have that, for all c0 ∈ R>0, there exists some real number c ≥ c0 such

that WE,(c−∆c,c] is empty. Thus, I is false. Next, we consider the case that (E(σ))σ∈Σ
is irrationally related. In this case, ∆c ≤ 0 follows from the assumption. Therefore,

WE,(c−∆c,c] is obviously empty for all c ∈ R>0. Thus, I is false.

In the following, we prove that II implies I by establishing Lemma 3.1 below. Here,

for a probability P on Σ, we introduce a notation

E(P ):=
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)P ({σ}). (3.4)

Lemma 3.1 not only implies the existence of some codeword in WE,(c−∆c,c] but also refers

to the frequency of occurrences of symbols in the codewords. This lemma is used to

prove the asymptotic property to be described in Theorem 3.2.

Lemma 3.1. Let E and ∆c satisfy the condition II in Theorem 3.1. Let a probability P

on Σ satisfy P ({σ}) ̸= 0 for all σ ∈ Σ. Then, there exist a positive real number c0 and

a positive integer N0 depending on E , |Σ|, ∆c, and P such that, for all c ≥ c0, there

exists w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] which satisfies

∑

σ∈Σ

|µw({σ})− µw(Σ)P ({σ})| ≤ N0. (3.5)

Proof of Lemma 3.1. First, we outline the proof. In the first step, we prove the following

claim:

Claim 1: For every real number c ≥ (|Σ|+1)E∗, there exists some codeword wc ∈ W

such that

µwc(Σ) =

⌊
c− |Σ| E∗

E(P )

⌋
, (3.6)

|µwc({σ})− µwc(Σ)P ({σ})| ≤ 1 for σ ∈ Σ, (3.7)
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and ∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)µwc({σ}) ∈
(
c− (2 |Σ|+ 1)E∗, c

]
. (3.8)

In the next step, we prove the following:

Claim 2: There exists a positive real number c0 ≥ (|Σ|+ 1)E∗ and a positive integer

N ′
0 depending on E , |Σ|, ∆c, and P such that, for all c ≥ c0, there exist some codeword

wc satisfying Eqs. (3.6)–(3.8) and an integer tuple (nσ)σ∈Σ such that

∑

σ∈Σ

|nσ| ≤ N ′
0, (3.9)

∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)(µwc({σ}) + nσ) ∈ (c−∆c, c], (3.10)

and

µwc({σ}) + nσ ≥ 0 for σ ∈ Σ ∧
∑

σ∈Σ

(µwc({σ}) + nσ) ≥ 1. (3.11)

Then, from Claim 2, it follows that there exists some w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] such that

µw({σ}) = µwc({σ}) + nσ for σ ∈ Σ and

∑

σ∈Σ

|µw({σ})− µw(Σ)P ({σ})|

≤
∑

σ∈Σ

∣∣∣∣µwc({σ})− µwc(Σ)P ({σ})
∣∣∣∣+
∑

σ∈Σ

∣∣∣∣nσ −
(∑

σ∈Σ

nσ

)
P ({σ})

∣∣∣∣

≤ |Σ|+
∑

σ∈Σ

|nσ|+
∣∣∣∣
∑

σ∈Σ

nσ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ |Σ|+ 2N ′
0. (3.12)

Thus, Lemma 3.1 is proved by putting N0 = |Σ|+2N ′
0. In the following, we prove Claim

1 and Claim 2.

(Proof of Claim 1) Let c ≥ (|Σ| + 1)E∗. Then, we have
⌊
(c− |Σ| E∗)/E(P )

⌋
≥ 1,

where, for x ∈ R in general, ⌊x⌋ denotes the integer part of x. We denote the integer

part and the fractional part of
⌊
(c− |Σ| E∗)/E(P )

⌋
P ({σ}) as ασ ∈ Z≥0 and βσ ∈ [0, 1)

respectively for σ ∈ Σ. Because
∑

σ∈Σ βσ ∈ {0, 1, · · · , |Σ|− 1} holds, there exists some

(β′
σ)σ∈Σ such that β′

σ ∈ {0, 1} for σ ∈ Σ and
∑

σ∈Σ β′
σ =

∑
σ∈Σ βσ. Here, we have
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ασ + β′
σ ∈ Z≥0 for σ ∈ Σ and

∑
σ∈Σ ασ + β′

σ =
⌊
(c− |Σ| E∗)/E(P )

⌋
≥ 1, so that there

exists some codeword wc ∈ W such that µwc({σ}) = ασ + β′
σ for σ ∈ Σ. This codeword

wc obviously satisfies Eq. (3.6). Because |µwc({σ}) − µwc(Σ)P ({σ})| = |β′
σ − βσ| ≤ 1

holds for σ ∈ Σ, wc also satisfies Eq. (3.7). From Eq. (3.6), we have

c− |Σ| E∗ − E(P ) < µwc(Σ)E(P ) ≤ c− |Σ| E∗. (3.13)

In addition, from Eq. (3.7), we have

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)µwc({σ})− µwc(Σ)E(P )

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ) (µwc({σ})− µwc(Σ)P ({σ}))

∣∣∣∣∣

≤
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ) |µwc({σ})− µwc(Σ)P ({σ})|

≤ |Σ| E∗. (3.14)

From Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14), it follows that c − 2 |Σ| E∗ − E(P ) < µwc(Σ)E(P ) ≤ c.

Thus, because E(P ) ≤ E∗ holds, we have Eq. (3.8). This establishes Claim 1.

(Proof of Claim 2) Let c ≥ (|Σ|+1)E∗. Then, from Claim 1, it follows that there exists

some codeword wc which satisfies Eqs. (3.6)–(3.8). If
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µwc({σ}) ∈ (c −∆c, c]

holds, Claim 2 is established by setting nσ = 0 for σ ∈ Σ. In the following, we suppose
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µwc({σ}) /∈ (c−∆c, c].

First, we consider the case that (E(σ))σ∈Σ is rationally related and the greatest

common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ is Λ. We put qσ = E(σ)/Λ for σ ∈ Σ and M =
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µwc({σ})/Λ. From the assumption of Lemma 3.1, it follows that ∆c ≥ Λ,

and hence there exists some Mc ∈ Z≥0 such that McΛ ∈ (c−∆c, c]. From Eq. (3.8) and
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µwc({σ}) /∈ (c−∆c, c], it follows that

0 < Mc −M < (2 |Σ|+ 1)qσ∗ , (3.15)

where σ∗ is a symbol which satisfies E(σ∗) = E∗. Here, for N ∈ Z≥1, we put

EN =

{
∑

σ∈Σ

qσlσ

∣∣∣∣∣ lσ ∈ Z for σ ∈ Σ ∧
∑

σ∈Σ

|lσ| ≤ N

}
. (3.16)
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Noting that the greatest common divisor of {qσ}σ∈Σ is 1, we find
⋃

N∈Z≥1
EN = Z. That

is, there exists some N ′
0 such that

{1, 2, · · · , (2 |Σ|+ 1)qσ∗ − 1} ⊂ EN ′
0
. (3.17)

Therefore, there exists some integer tuple (nσ)σ∈Σ such that Eq. (3.9) and

∑

σ∈Σ

qσnσ = Mc −M, (3.18)

and hence Eq. (3.10), are satisfied.

Here, putting p∗ = min
σ∈Σ

P ({σ}), we set

c0 = |Σ| E∗ + E(P )

(
N ′

0 + 1

p∗
+ 1

)
. (3.19)

Obviously, c0 ≥ (|Σ|+1)E∗ is satisfied. Let c ≥ c0. Then, from Eq. (3.6), it follows that

µwc(Σ)p∗ =

⌊
c− |Σ| E∗

E(P )

⌋
p∗ ≥

⌊
N ′

0 + 1

p∗
+ 1

⌋
p∗ > N ′

0 + 1. (3.20)

From this and Eq. (3.7), we obtain for all σ ∈ Σ,

µwc({σ}) + nσ ≥ µwc({σ})−N ′
0

≥ µwc(Σ)P ({σ})− 1−N ′
0

≥ µwc(Σ)p∗ − 1−N ′
0 > 0. (3.21)

Thus, c ≥ c0 implies Eq. (3.11). Therefore, we find the integer tuple (nσ)σ∈Σ which

satisfies the given condition.

Finally, we consider the case that (E(σ))σ∈Σ is irrationally related. From Eq. (3.8)

and
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)µw({σ}) /∈ (c−∆c, c], it follows that there existsm ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ⌊2(2 |Σ|+
1)E∗/∆c⌋} such that

∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)µwc({σ}) ∈
(
c− (m+ 1)

∆c

2
, c−m

∆c

2

]
. (3.22)
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Here, for N ∈ Z≥1, we put

FN =

{
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)lσ mod (2 |Σ|+ 1)E∗

∣∣∣∣∣ lσ ∈ Z≥0 for σ ∈ Σ ∧
∑

σ∈Σ

lσ ≤ N

}
. (3.23)

Noting that there exists some σ ∈ Σ such that E(σ)/(2 |Σ|+ 1)E∗ is irrational, we find

that
⋃

N∈Z≥1
FN is dense in the interval [0, (2 |Σ| + 1)E∗) [51]. Thus, there exists some

N ′′
0 ∈ Z≥1 such that for all m′ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , ⌊2(2 |Σ|+ 1)E∗/∆c⌋},

FN ′′
0
∩
(
(m′ − 1)

∆c

2
,m′∆c

2

]
̸= ∅. (3.24)

Thus, there exists some non-negative integer tuple (n′
σ)σ∈Σ such that

∑
σ∈Σ n′

σ ≤ N ′′
0

and

∆ ∈
(
(m− 1)

∆c

2
,m

∆c

2

]
, (3.25)

where ∆ =
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)n′
σ mod (2 |Σ|+ 1)E∗. Here, we set an integer tuple (nσ)σ∈Σ as

nσ = n′
σ for σ ∈ Σ \ {σ∗} ∧ nσ∗ = n′

σ∗ −
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)n′
σ −∆

E∗ ,

where σ∗ is a symbol which satisfies E(σ∗) = E∗. Then, putting N ′
0 = 2N ′′

0 , we have

∑

σ∈Σ

|nσ| ≤
∑

σ∈Σ

n′
σ +

∑
σ∈Σ E(σ)n′

σ −∆

E∗ ≤ 2
∑

σ∈Σ

n′
σ ≤ 2N ′′

0 = N ′
0. (3.26)

Thus, Eq. (3.9) is satisfied. In addition, noting that
∑

σ∈Σ E(σ)nσ = ∆, we find that

Eq. (3.10) is satisfied.

Here, we set

c0 = |Σ| E∗ + E(P )

(
N ′′

0 + 1

P ({σ∗}) + 1

)
. (3.27)

Obviously, c0 ≥ (|Σ| + 1)E∗ is satisfied. Let c ≥ c0. Then, from Eqs. (3.6), it follows

that

µwc(Σ)P ({σ∗}) =
⌊
c− |Σ| E∗

E(P )

⌋
P ({σ∗}) ≥

⌊
N ′′

0 + 1

P ({σ∗}) + 1

⌋
P ({σ∗}) > N ′′

0 + 1. (3.28)
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From this and Eq. (3.7), we obtain

µwc({σ∗}) + nσ∗ = µwc({σ∗}) + n′
σ∗ −

∑
σ∈Σ E(σ)n′

σ −∆

E∗

≥ µwc({σ∗})−N ′′
0

≥ µwc(Σ)P ({σ∗})− 1−N ′′
0 > 0. (3.29)

In addition, we have µwc({σ}) +nσ = µwc({σ}) +n′
σ ≥ 0 for σ ∈ Σ \ {σ∗}. Thus, c ≥ c0

implies (3.11). Therefore, we find the integer tuple (nσ)σ∈Σ which satisfies the given

condition. This establishes Claim 2.

3.3 Asymptotic Property

Asymptotic properties of the number of elements in the WE,(c−∆c,c] were studied as

a problem of source coding with cost function [53–55]. Referring to these researches, an

asymptotic property of energy representation WE,(c−∆c,c] is revealed.

3.3.1 Probability Maximizing Size of Equivalence Classes

Let us consider WE,(c−∆c,c] based on the method of types [8,56]. For each w ∈ W , we

define a probability Pw on Σ as

Pw({σ}) =
µw({σ})
µw(Σ)

for σ ∈ Σ. (3.30)

Pw denotes the frequency of occurrences of symbols in w. We define entropy as

H(P ):=−
∑

σ∈Σ

P ({σ}) logP ({σ}) (3.31)

and divergence as

D(P∥Q):=
∑

σ∈Σ

P ({σ}) log P ({σ})
Q({σ}) , (3.32)

where P and Q are probabilities on Σ and log denotes natural logarithm. We have

D(P∥Q) ≥ 0, with equality only if P = Q. In addition, we have the following lemma on

the entropy of Pw [57].
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Lemma 3.2. For all w ∈ W ,

exp (µw(Σ)H(Pw))

(µw(Σ) + 1)|Σ| ≤ |[w]| ≤ exp (µw(Σ)H(Pw)) (3.33)

holds.

Let a codeword w have energy c ∈ R>0. Then, µw(Σ) = c/E(Pw) holds, and hence,

noting Lemma 3.2, we have

exp
(
cH(Pw)/E(Pw)

)

(µw(Σ) + 1)|Σ| ≤ |[w]| ≤ exp
(
cH(Pw)/E(Pw)

)
. (3.34)

From this inequality, the size of the equivalence class |[w]| is evaluated as H(Pw)/E(Pw).

We define probability PE on Σ as

PE({σ}) = exp(−λE(σ)) for σ ∈ Σ, (3.35)

where λ is a positive real number uniquely determined by the normalization condition
∑

σ∈Σ exp(−λE(σ)) = 1. Here, we have the following lemma [58]. This lemma means

that PE maximizes the size of the equivalence class |[w]|.

Lemma 3.3. Let P be a probability on Σ. Then, we have

λ ≥ H(P )

E(P )
, (3.36)

with equality only if P = PE .

Proof of Lemma 3.3. We have

D(P∥PE) = λE(P )−H(P ). (3.37)

Thus, λE(P )−H(P ) ≥ 0 holds, with equality P = PE .

3.3.2 Asymptotic Property of Energy Representation

Here, it is proved in Theorem 3.2 that the ratio of δ-divergent sequences for PE [59]

in WE,(c−∆c,c] approaches 1 as c becomes infinite. This theorem ensures the asymptotic
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram showing that the ratio of δ-divergent sequences for PE
in WE,(c−∆c,c] approaches 1 as c becomes infinite. Here, we consider the symbols Σ =
{σ1, σ2} with energies E(σ1) = 2 and E(σ2) = 4.

property of energy representation. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the asymptotic property given in

Theorem 3.2. As theoretical limits of communication are given in information theory by

asymptotic properties with the length of codewords increasing to infinity, this asymptotic

property has a potential to provide design principles for representing given energy with

symbol sequences in power packet dispatching networks.

Theorem 3.2. Let E and ∆c satisfy the condition of Theorem 3.1 and let δ > 0. Then,

there exists (ϵc)c∈R, depending on E , |Σ|, ∆c, and δ, such that limc→∞ ϵc = 0 is satisfied

and ∣∣{w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ D(Pw∥PE) > δ
}∣∣

∣∣WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ < ϵc (3.38)

for all c ≥ c0 where c0 is a positive real number determined by E , |Σ|, and ∆c.

We have found the following upper bound

ϵc =
1

|Σ|+ 1

(
c

E∗
+ 2

)|Σ|+1( c

E∗
+ 1

)|Σ|

exp
(
λ∆c+ eλE

∗
N0

)
exp

(
− δ

E∗ c

)
, (3.39)

where E∗ = maxσ∈Σ E(σ), E∗ = minσ∈Σ E(σ), and N0 is a positive real number de-

termined by E , |Σ|, and ∆c. Definitely, this upper bound exponentially decays as c

approaches infinity.

To prove Theorem 3.2, we prepare the following lemma:
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Lemma 3.4. Let c ∈ R>0 and ∆c > 0. Then, for all δ ≥ 0, we have

∣∣{w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ D(Pw∥PE) > δ
}∣∣

<
1

|Σ|+ 1

(
c

E∗
+ 2

)|Σ|+1

exp

{
c

(
λ− δ

E∗

)}
. (3.40)

Proof of Lemma 3.4. Noting that µw({σ}) ∈ {0, 1, · · · , k} for all σ ∈ Σ for w ∈ W with

length k, we have

|{[w] ∈ W/∼ | µw(Σ) = k}| ≤ (k + 1)|Σ|, (3.41)

where W/∼ is a set of equivalence classes, i.e. {[w] | w ∈ W}. WE,(c−∆c,c]/∼ is a set

of equivalence classes included in WE,(c−∆c,c]. i.e. {[w] | w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]}. Then, noting

that w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] implies µw(Σ) ≤ ⌊c/E∗⌋, we have

|WE,(c−∆c,c]/∼ | ≤
⌊c/E∗⌋∑

k=1

(k + 1)|Σ|

<

∫ c/E∗+1

1

(k + 1)|Σ|dk

<
1

|Σ|+ 1

(
c

E∗
+ 2

)|Σ|+1

. (3.42)

Let w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] satisfy D(Pw∥PE) > δ. Then, from Lemma 3.2 and Eq. (3.37),

we have

|[w]| ≤ exp (µw(Σ)H(Pw))

= exp
{
µw(Σ)

(
λE(Pw)−D(Pw∥PE)

)}

< exp

{
µw(Σ)E(Pw)

(
λ− δ

E(Pw)

)}
. (3.43)

From λ− δ/E∗ ≥ λ− δ/E(Pw) > H(Pw)/E(Pw) ≥ 0 and µw(Σ)E(Pw) ≤ c, we have

|[w]| < exp

{
c

(
λ− δ

E∗

)}
. (3.44)
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Therefore, we have

∣∣{w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ D(Pw∥PE) > δ
}∣∣

< |WE,(c−∆c,c]/ ∼ | exp
{
c

(
λ− δ

E∗

)}

<
1

|Σ|+ 1

(
c

E∗
+ 2

)|Σ|+1

exp

{
c

(
λ− δ

E∗

)}
. (3.45)

This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. First, we derive a lower bound of
∣∣WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣. From Lemma 3.1,

it follows that there exists a positive real number c0 and a positive integer N0 depending

on E , |Σ|, and ∆c such that, for all c ≥ c0, there exists w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] which satisfies

∑

σ∈Σ

|µw({σ})− µw(Σ)PE({σ})| ≤ N0. (3.46)

From [w] ⊂ WE,(c−∆c,c], Lemma 3.2, and Eq. (3.37), we have

|WE,(c−∆c,c]| ≥ |[w]|

≥ 1

(µw(Σ) + 1)|Σ| exp (µw(Σ)H(Pw))

=
exp

{
λµw(Σ)E(Pw)− µw(Σ)D(Pw||PE)

}

(µw(Σ) + 1)|Σ| . (3.47)

Noting that w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c] implies

µw(Σ)E(Pw) =
∑

σ∈Σ

E(σ)µw({σ}) > c−∆c, (3.48)

we have

|WE,(c−∆c,c]| >
exp {λ(c−∆c)− µw(Σ)D(Pw||PE)}

(c/E∗ + 1)|Σ| . (3.49)

Here, from Eq. (3.46), we have

µw(Σ)D(Pw||PE) =
∑

σ∈Σ

µw({σ}) log
(
µw({σ})/µw(Σ)

e−λE(σ)

)
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≤
∑

σ∈Σ

µw({σ}) log
(
1 +

∣∣∣∣
µw({σ})/µw(Σ)− e−λE(σ)

e−λE(σ)

∣∣∣∣

)

≤
∑

σ∈Σ

µw({σ})
∣∣∣∣
µw({σ})/µw(Σ)− e−λE(σ)

e−λE(σ)

∣∣∣∣

≤ eλE
∗ ∑

σ∈Σ

∣∣µw({σ})− µw(Σ)e−λE(σ)∣∣

≤ eλE
∗
N0. (3.50)

Thus, from this inequality and Eq. (3.49), we have

|WE,(c−∆c,c]| >
exp

(
−λ∆c− eλE

∗
N0

)

(c/E∗ + 1)|Σ| exp (λc) . (3.51)

Therefore, from Lemma 3.4 and Eq. (3.51), when we set ϵc as Eq. (3.39), we have

limc→∞ ϵc = 0 and ∣∣{w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ D(Pw∥PE) > δ
}∣∣

∣∣WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ < ϵc. (3.52)

This completes the proof.

3.4 Numerical Verification of Representation of Fi-

nite Energy

Theorem 3.2 ensures the asymptotic property of WE,(c−∆c,c] with sufficiently large c.

However, finite energy is represented with power packet in practical systems. Thus, in

this section, Theorem 3.2 is numerically confirmed for finite energy by calculating the

ratio of δ-divergent sequences for PE in WE,(c−∆c,c].

We consider symbols Σ = {σ1, σ2, σ3}. The energy is set as E(σ1) = 0.023, E(σ2) =

0.02, and E(σ3) = 0.01. Table 3.1 shows the values of E , PE , λ, E(PE), and H(PE) in this

setting. We calculate the ratio of codewords w satisfyingD(Pw||PE) = λE(Pw)−H(Pw) >

0.01 in WE,(c−∆c,c], i.e.

r(c,∆c):=

∣∣{w ∈ WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ D(Pw∥PE) > 0.01
}∣∣

∣∣WE,(c−∆c,c]

∣∣ . (3.53)
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The threshold is set to 0.01, which is approximately one hundredth of H(PE).

3.4.1 Dependence on c

First, we set ∆c = 0.01 and verify the asymptotic property. The values of r(c,∆c)

and log r(c,∆c) are calculated at c ∈ {0.01, 0.011, 0.012, · · · , 10} and shown in Figs. 3.4

and 3.5 respectively. Because ∆c is set to be equal to E(σ3), WE,(c−∆,c] is not empty, and

hence r(c,∆c) is well defined, for all c ≥ 0.01.

Figure 3.4 shows that, at c = 1, approximately half of the codewords w in WE,(c−∆c,c]

satisfy D(Pw||PE) ≤ 0.01. Here, we can estimate the length of the codeword w as

c/E(PE) = 64.53 at c = 1 assuming Pw = PE .

In addition, it is confirmed that r(c,∆c) approaches 0 as c increases. Figure 3.5

demonstrates that r(c,∆c) decays exponentially, or more precisely, we have log r(c,∆c)≈
−0.645c. This verifies the asymptotic property. On the other hand, the upper bound

ϵc in Eq. (3.39) decays with the time constant δ/E∗ = 0.4348, which does not correctly

reflect the value of the slope, i.e. −0.645, in Fig. 3.5. As the absolute value of the slope,

i.e. 0.645, is roughly equal to the value of δ/E(PE) = 0.6453, we may obtain a better

upper bound than ϵc in Eq. (3.39).

3.4.2 Dependence on ∆c

Then, we set c = 1 and investigate the dependence on ∆c. The values of r(c,∆c)

are calculated at ∆c∈{0.001, 0.002, · · · , 0.03} and shown in Fig. 3.6. This figure shows

that the value of r(c,∆c) varies at small ∆c, especially at ∆c = 0.001.

To clarify the reason for this, equivalence classes [w] in WE,(1−∆c,1] are arranged in

descending order of their number of elements, i.e. |[w]|. Tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 show

the largest equivalence classes in the case of ∆c ≥ 0.03, ∆c = 0.02, and ∆c = 0.01

respectively. All equivalence classes [w] in Tabs. 3.2 and 3.3 satisfy D(Pw||PE) ≤ 0.01,

while all equivalent classes [w] in Tab. 3.4 satisfies D(Pw||PE) > 0.01. In other words,

WE,(1−0.001,1] does not include the equivalence classes [w] in Tabs. 3.2 and 3.3, which have

the larger numbers of elements and the smaller values of D(Pw||PE).

Here, because the greatest common divisor of (E(σ))σ∈Σ is 0.001, energy of every

codeword is an integer multiple of 0.001 in this setting. This implies that energy of
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Table 3.1: The values of E , PE , λ, E(PE), and H(PE).

E(σ1) = 0.023 PE({σ1}) = 0.2181 λ = 66.20
E(σ2) = 0.02 PE({σ2}) = 0.2661 E(PE) = 0.01550
E(σ3) = 0.01 PE({σ3}) = 0.5158 H(PE) = 1.026
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Figure 3.4: r(c,∆c) with a change of c.
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Figure 3.6: r(c,∆c) with a change of ∆c.

Table 3.2: The largest equivalence classes in the case of ∆c ≥ 0.003.

|[w]| D(Pw||PE) µw({σ1}) µw({σ2}) µw({σ3})
7.007 · 1026 0.001045 13 18 34
6.607 · 1026 0.002034 13 17 36
6.366 · 1026 0.002493 13 19 32
5.508 · 1026 0.003628 16 16 31
5.352 · 1026 0.005305 13 16 38

Table 3.3: The largest equivalence classes in the case of ∆c = 0.002.

|[w]| D(Pw||PE) µw({σ1}) µw({σ2}) µw({σ3})
7.007 · 1026 0.001045 13 18 34
6.607 · 1026 0.002034 13 17 36
6.366 · 1026 0.002493 13 19 32
5.352 · 1026 0.005305 13 16 38
4.934 · 1026 0.006560 13 20 30
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Table 3.4: The largest equivalence classes in the case of ∆c = 0.001.

|[w]| D(Pw||PE) µw({σ1}) µw({σ2}) µw({σ3})
3.001 · 1026 0.01540 10 20 37
2.841 · 1026 0.01641 10 21 35
2.754 · 1026 0.01654 10 19 39
2.329 · 1026 0.01970 10 22 33
2.202 · 1026 0.01968 10 18 41

every codeword in WE,(1−0.001,1] is 1. Noting this and the fact that E(σ2) and E(σ3)

are integer multiples of 0.01 and E(σ1) = 0.023, we find that w ∈ WE,(1−0.001,1] implies

that µw({σ1}) is a multiple of 10. This explains why WE,(1−0.001,1] does not include the

equivalence classes [w] in Tabs. 3.2 and 3.3, whose µw({σ1}) are not multiples of 10,

and hence the value of r(c,∆c) varies at ∆c = 0.001. The result implies that, although

Theorem 3.2 ensures the asymptotic property with sufficiently large c, the asymptotic

property is not easily recognized at finite energy when ∆c is small, i.e. when energy is

represented with high accuracy.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced symbol in power packetization as a minimum unit of

power transferred by a tagged pulse, referring to Shannon’s information theory in which

messages are represented by symbol sequences in a digitized manner. Power packeti-

zation is a simultaneous representation of messages and energy with symbol sequences.

Energy representation was investigated with a set of symbol sequences, which represent

energy as the total amount. First, we clarified the condition for existence of energy

representation. This shows the limit on accuracy with which all sufficiently large energy

can be represented. Then, we proved an asymptotic property which shows that, as the

represented energy becomes infinite, the frequency of occurrences of a symbol in almost

all sequences can be approximated by the probability determined from the energy of

symbols. This asymptotic property was numerically verified in representation of finite

energy. The numerical examination shows that the asymptotic property in this theorem

is not easily recognized when energy is represented with high accuracy. The study of
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energy representation has a potential to provide design principles for representing given

energy in power packet dispatching networks.
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Chapter 4

Symbol Propagation in Networks

In the following chapters, we investigate packetized power in networks under the

conservation of energy. Here, the set of symbols and their energies are given to the

network. A symbol is a minimum unit of power transferred by a power pulse with an

information tag, as mentioned in Chapter 3. In networks, a symbol is transferred at a

link during a unit time. At each node, energy is represented with symbols sent to and

received from neighboring nodes for a finite duration. In this way, packetized power is

spatially and temporally transferred as symbols in a digitized and quantized manner in

networks.

To mathematically represent such transmission of packetized power, we refer to the

work about detecting bipedal motion using point trajectories in video sequences [60,61].

In this work, to obtain discriminative point trajectories from image sequences over a suf-

ficiently long time period under both image noise and occlusion, probabilistic trajectories

are designed by prioritizing the concept of temporal connectedness. They are extracted

from directed acyclic graphs whose edges represent temporal point correspondences and

are weighted with their matching probability in terms of appearance and location.

In this chapter, considering transfer of a symbol at each link during each unit time

as a spatio-temporal correspondence, we introduce symbol propagation matrix (SPM)

as a representation of packetized power. In power packetization, energy of the symbol

is transferred as network flow at each spatio-temporal correspondence. The temporal

connectedness is important in power packetization to transfer power in networks with

low “strain”, i.e. the spatial difference of power, which is equal to the temporal change
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of energy stored in each router. Then, we consider the problem of selecting a SPM in

terms of transferability, that is, the possibility to represent given energies at sources

and destinations for the finite duration. To select packetized power as a network flow

problem, we weight the supplied energy from the sources and the supplied energy to

the destinations (V1), transferred energy at each link during each unit time (V2), and

change of stored energy in each router (V3). The problem is formulated as M-convex

submodular flow problem which is known as generalization of the minimum cost flow

problem and it is solvable [62]. At last, through examples, we verify that the formulation

provides reasonable transmission of packetized power.

4.1 Packetized Power in Networks

Here, we introduce symbol propagation matrix as a representation of packetized

power transferred by symbols in a digitized and quantized manner. Via SPM, packetized

power is represented as network flow in a spatio-temporal structure.

4.1.1 Symbol Propagation Matrices

The set of symbols ΣT and their energies E : ΣT → R>0 are given to the network.

The symbols have a partition {Σm}m=0,1,··· ,M−1, whose cell represents a distinct power

flow1. For each distinct power flow, energy is represented as a summation of the symbol’s

energy. Here, symbols of a same cell can be exchanged under the conservation of energy.

The network structure is given as a directed graph G = (Ṽ , A), where Ṽ is a disjoint

union of the set of routers V , sources VS, and destinations VD, and A is the set of

links. Here, sources and destinations represent the external system of the network.

The incidence relation is a couple of functions ∂+ : A → Ṽ and ∂− : A → Ṽ . Other

representation of the incidence relation is introduced as a couple of functions δ+ : Ṽ ∋
v 7→ {a | ∂+a = v} ∈ 2A and δ− : Ṽ ∋ v 7→ {a | ∂−a = v} ∈ 2A [62–64]. As for the link,

power is kept between nodes. The directions of links are assigned with power directions.

1In power packetization, energy is transferred with time division multiplexing (TDM) at links and
stored in the corresponding storage unit in routers. Thus, power flow can be distinguished by the
information tags of power packets.
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Next, we set that the network is synchronized and symbols are transferred during

same unit times T = {t0, t1, · · · , tN−1}, where N is a positive integer, tn := [tn, tn+1),

and t0 < t1 < · · · < tN . Here, energy is transferred by N unit times. Although various

power pulses can transfer the energy of same symbol during a unit time, we ignore the

variety and focus on the integrated value of power during the unit time.

Now, we focus on a single cell Σm. At each link a ∈ A during each unit time t ∈ T ,

there are three cases of transfer of symbols Σm: Case 1: a single symbol σ ∈ Σm is

transferred from node ∂+a to node ∂−a; Case 2: a single symbol σ ∈ Σm is transferred

from node ∂−a to node ∂+a; Case 3: no symbol is transferred2. Therefore, packetized

power is given by a map, which we name symbol propagation matrix:

SPMm : T × A→ Σm × {f, b} ∪ {σ∅}, (4.1)

where σ∅ is an element which does not belongs to ΣT. SPMm(t, a) = (σ, f) and

SPMm(t, a) = (σ, b) denote that σ is transferred from node ∂+a to node ∂−a and from

node ∂−a to node ∂+a respectively. SPMm(t, a) = σ∅ denotes no symbol is transferred.

4.1.2 Packetized Power as Network Flow

Here, we introduce packetized power as network flow [62–64]. First, we define a graph

with spatio-temporal structure induced by the network structure G and unit times T as

Ĝ = (T × Ṽ , T × A), (4.2)

whose incidence relation is defined by

∂̂+ : T × Ṽ ∋ (t, v) 7→ (t, ∂+v) ∈ T × A (4.3)

and

∂̂− : T × Ṽ ∋ (t, v) 7→ (t, ∂−v) ∈ T × A. (4.4)

2Here, because we do not care the various ways of power transfer during each unit time, more than
one symbol is not transferred. For example, if twice the amount of energy of a symbol σ1 ∈ Σm is
transferred, then we consider that a symbol σ2 ∈ Σm with a energy E(σ2) = 2E(σ1) is transferred.
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Then, packetized power is introduced as a network flow on Ĝ, i.e. as

u : T × A→ R, (4.5)

and its boundary ∂u : T × Ṽ → R is defined by

∂u(t, v) =
∑

a∈δ+v

u(t, a)−
∑

a∈δ−v

u(t, a) (t ∈ T , v ∈ Ṽ ). (4.6)

Each link of Ĝ, i.e. (t, a) ∈ T × A, represents a spatio-temporal correspondence

at which each symbol is transferred. Each cell Σm represents packetized power um :

T × A→ R and um is given by SPMm as

um(t, a) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

E(σ) (SPMm(t, a) = (σ, f)),

−E(σ) (SPMm(t, a) = (σ, b)),

0 (SPMm(t, a) = σ∅).

(4.7)

Here, we assume the conservation of energy; more precisely, we assume that all energy

exchanges in each node v ∈ Ṽ are represented with symbols transferred through the

adjacent links a ∈ δ+v ∪ δ−v3. Then, ∂um(t, v) is equal to the increment of stored

energy corresponding to Σm in the node v ∈ Ṽ during the unit time t ∈ T . Packetized

power is spatially and temporally transferred as symbols in the digitized and quantized

form.

4.1.3 Example of Symbol Propagation Matrix

Here, we illustrate the definitions mentioned above. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of

a symbol propagation matrix and packetized power. In this example, we set a directed

graph G = (Ṽ , A), where Ṽ = {v0, v1, v2} and A = {a0, a1}, and unit times T = {t0, t1}.
As schematically shown in Fig. 4.1(a), we consider a transmission of symbols Σm, in

which a symbol σ ∈ Σm is transferred at the link a0 during the unit time t0 and at the

3In practical systems, energy can be dissipated at links and in nodes, and symbols may not be able
to keep constant energy between nodes. These can become noise of power packetization, which is one
of future work of this dissertation.
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time

(a) A schematic diagram of symbol propagation. A symbol σ ∈ Σm is transferred at the link
a0 during the unit time t0 and at the link a1 during the unit time t1.

(b) Symbol propagation matrix shown as a table.

(c) Packetized power as network flow on Ĝ = (T × Ṽ , T ×A).

Figure 4.1: Schematic of a symbol propagation matrix and packetized power. We set
a directed graph G = (Ṽ , A), where Ṽ = {v0, v1, v2} and A = {a0, a1}, and unit times
T = {t0, t1}.

link a1 during the unit time t1. Then, the symbol propagation matrix is determined as

shown in Fig. 4.1(b).

In this example, the graph Ĝ = (T × Ṽ , T × A) with spatio-temporal structure is

defined as shown in Fig. 4.1(c). Then, packetized power um, which is represented by the
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cell Σm, is introduced as a network flow on this graph. Here, we have um(t0, a0) = E(σ),
um(t0, a1) = 0, um(t1, a0) = 0, and um(t1, a1) = E(σ). The boundary ∂um is equal to the

change of stored energy corresponding to Σm. For example, we have−∂um(t0, v1) = E(σ)
as the “strain”, i.e. as the spatial difference of the packetized power um, and this value

is equal to the increment of the stored energy in v1 during the unit time t0 = [t0, t1).

4.2 Power Packet Transferability

To meet supply and demand, i.e. to represent given energies at sources and destina-

tions with symbols, it is necessary to select a symbol at each link a ∈ A during each unit

time t ∈ T . Here, different choices lead to different transferability, that is the possibility

to represent the given energies by transmission of symbols. In this section, we develop a

framework to select packetized power in terms of transferability as a network flow prob-

lem. To make the problem solvable, we focus on a single cell Σ ∈ {Σm}M−1
m=0 . Besides,

we set that E(Σ) to be successive integers {1, 2, · · · }, that is, we consider integer flow

u : T ×A→ Z. Because power packet is a unit of power, it is natural to consider integer

flow.

4.2.1 Features of Packetized Power Contributing to Transfer-

ability

In networks, packetized power appears as:

V1: supplied energy from sources and supplied energy to destinations,

V2: transferred energy at each link during each unit time,

V3: change of stored energy in each router.

In terms of transferability, V1 needs to satisfy the given energies at sources and des-

tinations, while V2 and V3 need to be small. As for V2, because power is given by

the density of power packets at each links, transferred energy at links should be small

to utilize limited density of packets during each unit time. In addition, by minimizing

the summation of transferred energy, we can obtain the network flow in which energy is
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supplied to each destination from sources placed near the destination. As for V3, change

of stored energy in routers should be suppressed to keep symbol’s energy controllable

with density modulation of power packets between routers.

Thus, we select the features of packetized power u : T × A → Z contributing to

transferability as V1, V2, and V3. V2 is a value of the network flow u(t, a) ((t, a) ∈
T×A), while V1 and V3 are calculated from the values of the boundary ∂u(t, v) ((t, v) ∈
T × Ṽ ). V1 and V3 include time integral, such as total supplied energy from source

s ∈ VS, i.e.
∑N−1

n=0 ∂u(tn, s).

We introduce a cost function of the network flow problem as the summation of

costs on these values. Because our features include not only values of network flow but

also values of boundary and its integral, it is impossible to formulate the problem as the

conventional minimum cost flow problem on the spatio-temporal graph Ĝ(T× Ṽ , T×A).
Thus, in the next section, we provide the formulation using M-convex Submodular Flow

Problem [62], which is the generalization of the minimum cost flow problem.

4.2.2 Formulation as M-convex Submodular Flow Problem

Now, we formulate the optimization problem to provide transferable packetized

power. Here, M-convex submodular flow problem [62] is described on the graph G(T ×
Ṽ , T ×A) by univariate discrete convex functions4 f(t,a) : Z→ R∪ {∞} ((t, a) ∈ T ×A)

and a M-convex function f : ZT×Ṽ → R ∪ {∞} as

Minimize Γ(u) =
∑

(t,a)∈T×A

f(t,a)(u(t, a)) + f(∂u) (4.9)

subject to u(t, a) ∈ dom f(t,a) ((t, a) ∈ T × A), (4.10)

∂u ∈ dom f, (4.11)

u(t, a) ∈ Z ((t, a) ∈ T × A). (4.12)

4A function φ : Z→ R ∪ {∞} is called a univariate discrete convex function if we have

φ(x− 1) + φ(x+ 1) ≥ 2φ(x) for all x ∈ Z (4.8)

and domφ ̸= ∅ [62]. Note that, if a function φ : R→ R ∪ {∞} is convex, φ satisfies Eq. (4.8).
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The variable to be optimized is the network flow u : T × A → Z. Eq. (4.10) denotes

capacity constraints of links, because f(t,a) is convex, and hence dom f(t,a) is an interval.

Therefore, we can set an upper capacity ĉ : T × A → R ∪ {+∞} and a lower capacity

č : T ×A→ R ∪ {−∞} where it is assumed that ĉ(t, a) ≥ č(t, a) for each (t, a) ∈ T ×A

by defining cost functions f(t,a) whose domain is equal to the interval [č(t, a), ĉ(t, a)]

((t, a) ∈ T × A).

Then, we introduce the cost function of the boundary as the summation of the costs

on V1 and V3. To this end, we prove in Sect. 4.2.3 that, for a laminar family5 T of

subsets of T × Ṽ and univariate discrete convex functions fX : Z→ R ∪ {+∞} indexed

by X ∈ T , the function defined by

f(∆u) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

∑
X∈T fX(∆u(X)) (∆u(T × Ṽ ) = 0),

+∞ (otherwise),
(4.14)

is an M-convex function. Here, we use the notation ∆u(X) =
∑

(t,v)∈X ∆u(t, v) for

∆u ∈ ZT×Ṽ and X ⊂ T × Ṽ . In Eq. (4.14), we can set costs on V1 and V3 by setting

a laminar family T and univariate discrete convex functions {fX}X∈T . For example, we

can treat total supplied energy
∑N−1

n=0 ∂u(tn, s) at source s ∈ VS by including T × {s} in

T . We take the laminar family T as a disjoint union of a laminar family TS,D of subsets

of T × (VS ∪ VD) and laminar families Tv of subsets of T × {v} (v ∈ V ).

To sum up, we introduce the cost function Γ of packetized power u as

Γ(u) =
∑

X∈TS,D

fX(∂u(X)) +
∑

(t,a)∈T×A

f(t,a)(u(t, a)) +
∑

v∈V

∑

X∈Tv

fX(∂u(X)). (4.15)

The first, second, and third term in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.15) corresponds to the

costs of V1, V2, and V3, respectively.

5By a laminar family, we mean a nonempty family T such that [62]

X,Y ∈ T ⇒ X ∩ Y = ∅ or X ⊂ Y or X ⊃ Y. (4.13)
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4.2.3 Proof of the M-convexity of the Function f in Eq. (4.14)

In general, a laminar convex function has M♮-convexity [62]. The following corollary

shows that, if a laminar convex function is restricted to the hyper-plane, the function has

M-convexity. From this corollary, we can confirm that the function f in Eq. (4.14) has

M-convexity. This is proved referring to the Note 9.31. in [62] with a slight modification.

Corollary 4.1. For a finite set V , a laminar family T of subsets of V , univariate

discrete convex functions fX (X ∈ T ), and an integer r ∈ Z, a function f : ZV → R is

defined by

f(x) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

∑
X∈T fX(x(X)) (x(V ) = r),

+∞ (otherwise).
(4.16)

Then, f has M-convexity.

Proof of Corollary 4.1 Without loss of generality, we assume that ∅ ∈ T , V ∈ T , and

every singleton set belongs to T . We represent T by a directed tree G = (U,A;S, T )

with root u0, where U = {uX | X ∈ T } ∪ {u0}, A = {aX | X ∈ T }, S = {u0},
T = {u{v} | v ∈ V }, and ∂−aX = uX and ∂+aX = uX̂ for X ∈ T , where X̂ denotes

the smallest member of T that properly contains X (and V̂ = 0 by convention). We

associate the given function fX with arc aX for X ∈ T . We define a M-convex function

f ′ : ZS → R by

f ′(x) =

⎧
⎨

⎩
0 (x = r),

∞ (otherwise).
(4.17)

Then, f is the result of flow type transformation:

f(y) = inf
ξ,x

{
f(x) +

∑

X∈T

fX(ξ(a))

∣∣∣∣∣ ∂ξ = (x,−y,0),

ξ ∈ ZA, (x,−y,0) ∈ ZS × ZT × ZV \(S∪T )

}
(y ∈ ZT ). (4.18)

Therefore, from Theorem 9.27. in [62], f has M-convexity. !
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4.3 Examples

In this section, we verify that the formulation in Sect. 4.2 provides reasonable pack-

etized power. Here, the power packet transferability is discussed through the following

M-convex submodular flow problem:

Minimize Γ(u) =
∑

V ′∈TVS∪VD

fV ′(∂u(T × V ′)) +
∑

(t,a)∈T×A

β(a)
∣∣u(t, a)

∣∣ (4.19)

subject to č(a) ≤ u(t, a) ≤ ĉ(a) ((t, a) ∈ T × A), (4.20)

∂u(t, v) = 0 ((t, v) ∈ T × V ), (4.21)

u(t, a) ∈ Z ((t, a) ∈ T × A), (4.22)

where TVS∪VD is a laminar family of VS ∪ VD. This problem is a special case in which we

set the followings:

• Total supplied energy is the only concern at sources and destinations, i.e. TS,D is

set to be {T × V ′ | V ′ ∈ TVS∪VD}.

• Cost functions f(t,a) are defined by the absolute value with domain [č(a), ĉ(a)]

((t, a) ∈ T × A). The coefficients β(a) (a ∈ A) are positive real numbers. Here,

f(t,a) does not depend on unit times T .

• Boundary of flow is set to be zero at routers V in Eq. (4.21) in order to transfer

power without strain. Note that, because of this constraint, we have ∂u({t}×VS) =

−∂u({t}× VD) (t ∈ T ) for a feasible flow u.

In the following, we investigate the aforementioned problem with a mesh graph

as an example. The network structure is shown in Fig. 4.2, where V = {0, · · · , 8},
VS = {s1, s2}, VD = {d1, d2}, and A = {0, 1, · · · , 15}. For links between routers

a ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 11}, we set β(a) = 1, č(a) = −1, and ĉ(a) = 1. This capacity con-

straint implies u(t, a) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (t ∈ T , a ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 11}). For the other links

a ∈ {12, 13, 14, 15}, we set β(a) = 0, č(a) = −∞, and ĉ(a) = ∞, and hence we have

u(t, a) ∈ Z (t ∈ T ). For the supplied energy of sources and destinations, three set-

tings are considered here: (i) energy is given at each source and each destination by

U1 : VS ∪ VD → Z, (ii) energy is given at each destination by U2 : VD → Z≥0, and (iii)
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Figure 4.2: Network structure given as a mesh graph. For links between routers a ∈
{0, 1, · · · , 11}, we set β(a) = 1, č(a) = −1 and ĉ(a) = 1, which imply u(t, a) ∈ {−1, 0, 1}
(t ∈ T ). For the other links a ∈ {12, 13, 14, 15}, we set β(a) = 0, č(a) = −∞ and
ĉ(a) =∞, which imply u(t, a) ∈ Z (t ∈ T ).

the total supplied energy is given by U ∈ Z≥0. In the setting (i), U1 is set to satisfy
∑

s∈VS
U1(s) = −

∑
d∈VD

U1(d) because power is transferred without strain in this exam-

ple. In the settings (i), (ii), and (iii), the objective functions are defined respectively

as:

Γ1(u) =
∑

v∈VS∪VD

1000
∣∣∂u(T × {v})− U1(v)

∣∣+
∑

(t,a)∈T×A

β(a)
∣∣u(t, a)

∣∣ , (4.23)

Γ2(u) =
∑

v∈VD

1000
∣∣∂u(T × {v}) + U2(v)

∣∣+
∑

(t,a)∈T×A

β(a)
∣∣u(t, a)

∣∣ , (4.24)

and

Γ3(u) = 1000
∣∣∂u(T × VD) + U

∣∣+
∑

(t,a)∈T×A

β(a)
∣∣u(t, a)

∣∣ . (4.25)

In these functions, the coefficients of the first term are set to be 1000. This value is

large enough to give priority to representation of the given energy over minimization of

energy transferred through links.

Now, this problem is numerically solved by cycle-canceling algorithm [62] as men-

tioned in Appendix B.1. First, with Γ1 in the setting (i), we set N = 1 and show an

optimal flow for each setting of U1 in Figs. 4.3–4.8. The six optimal flows are named

as {αi}5i=0. The optimal flows are listed in Tab. 4.1 with their settings and costs Γ1(u).

The results confirm the following properties of this problem at N = 1:

• By minimizing the cost of V1, given energy U1 is represented at each source and

each destination.
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1

Figure 4.3: An optimal flow in the set-
ting (i) with N = 1, U1(s1) = 0,
U1(s2) = 0, U1(d1) = 0, and U1(d2) = 0,
called α0.

1 1 1 1

Figure 4.4: An optimal flow in the set-
ting (i) with N = 1, U1(s1) = 1,
U1(s2) = 0, U1(d1) = −1, and U1(d2) =
0, called α1.
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Figure 4.5: An optimal flow in the set-
ting (i) with N = 1, U1(s1) = 1,
U1(s2) = 1, U1(d1) = −1, and U1(d2) =
−1, called α2.
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Figure 4.6: An optimal flow in the set-
ting (i) with N = 1, U1(s1) = 1,
U1(s2) = 1, U1(d1) = 0, and U1(d2) =
−2, called α3.
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Figure 4.7: An optimal flow in the set-
ting (i) with N = 1, U1(s1) = 2,
U1(s2) = 1, U1(d1) = −1, and U1(d2) =
−2, called α4.
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Figure 4.8: An optimal flow in the set-
ting (i) with N = 1, U1(s1) = 2,
U1(s2) = 1, U1(d1) = −2, and U1(d2) =
−1, called α5.
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Table 4.1: Optimal flows u in the setting (i) and their cost with various settings of given
energy U1.

N U1(s1), U1(s2) U1(d1), U1(d2) Cost Γ1(u) An Optimal Flow
1 0, 0 0, 0 0 α0

1 1, 0 −1, 0 2 α1

1 1, 1 −1, −1 4 α2

1 1, 1 0, −2 6 α3

1 2, 1 −1, −2 8 α4

1 2, 1 −2, −1 8 α5

Table 4.2: Optimal flows u in the setting (ii) and their cost with various settings of N
and given energy U2. Here, optimal flows are denoted by the sequence of {αi}5i=0 in time
order.

N U2(d1), U2(d2) Cost Γ2(u) An Optimal Flow
2 3, 3 16 α4α5

3 3, 3 12 α2α2α2

5 3, 3 12 α2α2α2α0α0

2 5, 2 1016 α5α5

3 5, 2 18 α5α5α1

5 5, 2 14 α2α2α1α1α1

Table 4.3: Optimal flows u in the setting (iii) and their cost with various settings of
N and given energy U . Here, optimal flows are denoted by the sequence of {αi}5i=0 in
time order. The settings of N and U correspond to the settings in Tab. 4.2 through the
relationship

∑
d∈VD

U2(d) = U .

N U Cost Γ3(u) An Optimal Flow
2 6 16 α4α4

3 6 12 α2α2α2

5 6 12 α2α2α2α0α0

2 7 1016 α4α4

3 7 16 α4α2α2

5 7 14 α2α2α2α1α0
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• By minimizing the cost of V2, energy is transferred with the smallest number of

links. Note that, in flow α2 in Fig. 4.5, the destinations d1 and d2 are supplied

from the nearest sources, i.e. s1 for d1 and s2 for d2.

• By imposing the constrain on V3, energy is transferred without strain, i.e. without

change of stored energy.

Then, with Γ2 in the setting (ii) and with Γ3 in the setting (iii), we solve the problem

and list the optimal flows as shown in Tabs. 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. Here, optimal

flows are denoted by the sequence of {αi}5i=0 in time order. Note that the settings of

N and U in Tab. 4.3 correspond to the settings in Tab. 4.2 through the relationship
∑

d∈VD
U2(d) = U . In the optimal flows whose costs exceed 1000, the given energy is not

represented. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 imply the following properties of this problem:

• The cost of the optimal flow decreases as the number of time step, i.e. N , increases

up to a certain point. From N exceeding the point, the cost takes a constant value

and α0, in which symbols are not transferred, is added to the optimal flow.

• The cost of the optimal flow can decrease when the distribution of supplied energy

is not specified and the total supplied energy is given. For example, the cost

becomes Γ2(u) = 18 when we set N = 3, U2(d1) = 5, and U2(d2) = 2 in the setting

(ii), while the cost becomes Γ3(u) = 16 when we set N = 3 and U = 7, which is

equal to
∑

d∈VD
U2(d) = 5 + 2, in the setting (iii).

In other words, more transferable packetized power can be selected if power can be

transferred with less temporal and spatial restriction. These properties show that power

can be packetized and be controllable while preserving reasonable properties of power.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we introduced symbol propagation matrix as a representation of

packetized power in networks for a finite duration. Packetized power is described as

network flow on a graph with a spatio-temporal structure. Here, power is spatially

and temporally transferred in the digitized form as symbols. Then, we considered the
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problem of selecting a SPM in terms of transferability, that is, the possibility to represent

given energies at sources and destinations for the finite duration. To select packetized

power as a network flow problem, we weighted the supplied energy from the sources

and the supplied energy to the destinations (V1), transferred energy at each link during

each unit time (V2), and change of stored energy in each router (V3). Focusing on a

single variety of power flow and considering integer flow, the minimization problem was

formulated as M-convex submodular flow problem which is known as generalization of

the minimum cost flow problem and is solvable. Finally, the formulation was discussed

through examples, and the results show that power can be packetized and be controllable

while preserving reasonable properties of power.
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Chapter 5

Dynamics of Energy Transfer

This chapter investigates the dynamics of energy transfer with power packets in

electrical energy networks based on the conservation of energy. We mainly consider the

discrete dynamics of energy transfer in the formulation of symbol propagation matrix

discussed in Chapter 4. Here, unlike Chapter 4 in which power flow is globally optimized,

symbols to be transmitted are determined by exchanging information between adjacent

nodes. In this way, incompleteness of information [65] is considered, and hence symbols

are dynamically transferred in a decentralized manner.

In the following sections, we design the operation of nodes in order to match in-

termittent and spatially distributed supply and demand. In networks, there exist up-

stream dispatching of demanded power from destinations to sources and down-stream

dispatching of supplied power from sources to destinations. To include numerous sources,

destinations, and storage units, the network is designed to separately and individually

manage the up-stream dispatching and the down-stream dispatching at the symbol level

in a decentralized manner. Here, when symbols are transmitted in a decentralized man-

ner, it is hard to transfer energy without “strain”, i.e. without the temporal change of

energy stored in each router. Thus, the router’s operation is designed to keep stored

energy within a given capacity in order to keep symbol’s energy controllable with den-

sity modulation of power packets between routers. Next, it is numerically verified that

supply and demand can be met in the designed network.

At last, we take a glance at corresponding continuous dynamics for future work.

Transfer of power packet can be considered as wave propagation by averaging in time.
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5.1 Mathematical Representation

Based on the formulation of symbol propagation matrix discussed in Chapter 4, we

provide a mathematical representation of the discrete dynamics. The set of symbols

ΣT and their energies E : ΣT → R>0 are given to the network. The symbols have a

partition {Σm}m=0,1,··· ,M−1, whose cell represents a distinct power flow. The network

structure is given as a directed graph G = (Ṽ , A), where Ṽ is a disjoint union of the

set of routers V , sources VS, and destinations VD, and A is the set of links. We set

that network is synchronized and introduce unit times T = {t0, t1, · · · , tN−1} and their

boundaries T = {t0, t1, · · · , tN}, where N is a positive integer, tn := [tn, tn+1), and

t0 < t1 < · · · < tN .

We focus on a single cell Σ ∈ {Σm}M−1
m=0 and consider packetized power with

SPM : T × A→ Σ × {f, b} ∪ {σ∅}. (5.1)

Then, we define packetized power

u : T × A→ R (5.2)

and energy1

U : T × Ṽ → R. (5.3)

Here, we define energy U at each time t ∈ T in each node v ∈ Ṽ . For each node v ∈ Ṽ ,

we choose zero of the energy at the initial time, setting U(t0, v) = 0 (v ∈ Ṽ ). Note that

U(tn, v) becomes negative if the node v supplies positive energy to the adjacent nodes

during [t0, tn). In the consideration of discrete dynamics, we assume that, if energy is

kept within a given capacity in each router, symbols can always bring energy between

nodes with density modulation of power packets.

Now, we consider the discrete dynamics. Here, we assume the conservation of energy;

more precisely, we assume that all energy exchanges in each node v ∈ Ṽ are represented

with symbols transferred through the adjacent links a ∈ δ+v∪ δ−v. Then, we obtain the

1In each router, energy is stored in the storage unit corresponding to the cell Σ.
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equation of continuity:

U(tn+1, v)− U(tn, v) + ∂u(tn, v) = 0 (v ∈ Ṽ , n ∈ {0, · · · , N − 1}). (5.4)

Eq. (5.4) shows that, for each node v ∈ Ṽ , the spatial difference of power ∂u(tn, v) is

equal to the temporal change of stored energy −U(tn+1, v) + U(tn, v). From Eq. (5.4),

we find that energy U(tn+1, ·) is determined by U(tn, ·) and u(tn, ·). In addition, the

packetized power u(tn, ·) is determined from SPM(tn, ·) as

u(tn, a) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

E(σ) (SPM(tn, a) = (σ, f)),

−E(σ) (SPM(tn, a) = (σ, b)),

0 (SPM(tn, a) = σ∅).

(5.5)

Therefore, the discrete dynamics is described by operation of selecting symbols to be

transferred during a unit time tn = [tn, tn+1) ∈ T , i.e. SPM(tn, ·), at the time tn.

When each node selects symbols by exchanging information between adjacent nodes,

packetized power and energy are spatially and temporally developed.

5.2 Design Framework of Networks

In this and the next section, the operation of nodes is designed to meet supply and

demand. In the design, at each time tn ∈ T , each node selects symbols to be transferred

during the unit time tn ∈ T by exchanging information between adjacent nodes. Then,

packetized power and energy are spatially and temporally developed as mentioned above.

This section presents design framework of networks. To include numerous sources,

destinations, and storage units, the network is designed to separately and individually

manage the up-stream dispatching of demand and the down-stream dispatching of supply

at the symbol level in a decentralized manner. Because it is hard to transfer energy

without storing it in a decentralized manner, we also consider the router’s operation

to keep stored energy within a given capacity. The operation of nodes is specifically

designed in the next section.
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source destination
router

Figure 5.1: A schematic of up-stream requests and down-stream requests in networks.
Up-stream requests bring up-stream dispatching of demanded power from destinations
to sources, while down-stream requests bring down-stream dispatching of supplied power
from sources to destinations.

5.2.1 Up-stream Request and Down-stream Request

We consider the router’s operation to manage the up-stream dispatching of demand

and the down-stream dispatching of supply in a decentralized manner. In our design,

each node selects symbols by exchanging requests of symbols, denoted by

Σ × {u, d}, (5.6)

between adjacent nodes. Here, (σ, u) ∈ Σ×{u} denotes an up-stream request to get the

symbol σ from the adjacent node and (σ, d) ∈ Σ × {d} denotes a down-stream request

to give the symbol σ to the adjacent node. If the up-stream request (σ, u) ∈ Σ × {u} is

accepted by an adjacent node, the negative energy −E(σ) is transferred to the adjacent

node. If the down-stream request (σ, d) ∈ Σ × {u} is accepted by an adjacent node, the

positive energy E(σ) is transferred to the adjacent node.

In networks, as shown in Fig. 5.1, up-stream requests Σ × {u} are generated at

destinations and bring up-stream dispatching of demanded power to sources, while down-

stream requests Σ × {d} are generated at sources and bring down-stream dispatching

of supplied power to destinations. Then, the network function to match supply and

demand is given as the router’s operation of matching the up-stream requests and the

down-stream requests at the symbol level.
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5.2.2 Capacity of Energy

As a capacity of energy, we set a condition of router’s operation:

Condition:

For a router v ∈ V , energy satisfies

Umin(v) ≤ U(tn, v) ≤ Umax(v) (n ∈ {1, · · · , N}), (5.7)

where Umax : V → Z and Umin : V → Z denote the upper limit and the lower limit

respectively, which satisfy Umin(v) < 0 < Umax(v).

For each router v ∈ V , the lower limit Umin(v) restricts the acceptance of up-stream

requests, while the upper limit Umax(v) restricts the acceptance of down-stream requests.

At a time tn, a router v ∈ V can not accept an up-stream request (σ, u) if U(tn, v) −
E(σ) < Umin(v) and can not accept a down-stream request (σ, d) if U(tn, v) + E(σ) >

Umax(v). The condition is introduced to keep symbol’s energy controllable with density

modulation of power packets between routers.

5.3 Operation of Nodes

Here, the operation of nodes is specifically designed.

5.3.1 Procedure of Selecting Symbols

We present the procedure of selecting symbols to be transferred. Transferred sym-

bols SPM(tn, ·) are determined between adjacent nodes at time tn in two steps in a

synchronized manner: in the first step, each node selects requests and exchanges it;

in the second step, each node decides whether to accept the received requests. In the

following, each step is described in detail.

Step 1 (Selection and Exchange of Requests):

Each node v ∈ Ṽ selects a request which is sent through each adjacent link a ∈
δ+v ∪ δ−v, as

reqtxv : δ+v ∪ δ−v → Σ × {u, d} ∪ {σ∅}, (5.8)
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where reqtxv (a) = σ∅ denotes that there is no request for the link a. Note that

an element of Σ × {u, d} ∪ {σ∅} is selected at each boundary node of link a ∈ A

in the network. Here, we assume that the requests from both boundary nodes

are exchanged without errors at each link. For convenience, we introduce a map

defined by

reqrxv : δ+v ∪ δ−v ∋ a 7→

⎧
⎨

⎩
reqtx∂+a(a) (v = ∂−a),

reqtx∂−a(a) (v = ∂+a),
(5.9)

for v ∈ Ṽ as a representation of received requests at node v.

Step 2 (Acceptance of Requests) :

Each node v ∈ Ṽ decides whether to accept the received requests reqrxv . More

precisely, the node v selects links, at which requested symbols are accepted to be

transferred, as

accv ⊂ (reqrxv )−1(Σ × {u, d}) ∈ 2A. (5.10)

When deciding whether to accept a received request, each node avoids conflicts

between a sent request and the received request through each link. To be specific,

the decision rule is designed to satisfy that, for each link a ∈ A such that a ∈
acc∂+a ∩ acc∂−a, {reqrx∂+a(a), req

rx
∂−a(a)} ∈ {{(σ, u), (σ, d)} | σ ∈ Σ} holds.

Note that, although a router can request a single symbol through multiple links, the

symbol can not be copied, and hence can not be transferred through multiple links, as

a result of the conservation of energy. This is a significant difference from the packet-

switching communication networks, in which flooding of packets is available [5]. In our

design, a single symbol is requested at a single link. Then, we assume that, if a request

of a symbol is accepted in the second step, the symbol is always transferred. In this way,

SPM(tn, ·) is determined by the selection of reqtxv and accv at each node v ∈ Ṽ .

5.3.2 Direction of Symbols

Here, we set a direction of symbols at each node in networks. For each symbol σ ∈ Σ,

a router v ∈ V has a set of links through which the router can send an up-stream request

(σ, u), denoted as RT u
σ (v) ⊂ δ+v ∪ δ−v, and a set of links through which the router can
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send a down-stream request (σ, d), denotes as RT d
σ (v) ⊂ δ+v ∪ δ−v. It is assumed that

RT u
σ (v) and RT d

σ (v) are set to be compatible in the network; more precisely, for v ∈ V

and σ ∈ Σ, we assume ∂±a ∈ RT u
σ (v)⇔ ∂∓a ∈ RT d

σ (v) for all a ∈ A.

For simplicity, we assume that sources and destinations have only one adjacent node

and the adjacent node is a router. To be specific, we assume that δ−s = ∅ and δ+s = {a},
where ∂−a ∈ V , for s ∈ VS, and that δ+d = ∅ and ∂−d = {a}, where ∂+a ∈ V , for d ∈ VD.

5.3.3 Network with Single Symbol

Now, a network design is presented. For simplicity, we set Σ = {σ} and E(σ) = {1}.
Then, we consider integer flow u : T × A → {−1, 0, 1} with the upper limit ĉ(a) = 1

and the lower limit č(a) = −1 for each link a ∈ A. The energy is an integer function

U : T × Ṽ → Z. In our design, each router requests symbols in such a way that energy

stored in the router becomes zero. When a router receives requests, it accepts the

requests while keeping the stored energy within the capacity as shown in Eq. (5.7). As

for supply and demand, an up-stream request is generated at each time with probability

pd ∈ [0, 1] at each destination d ∈ VD, while a down-stream request is generated at each

time with probability ps ∈ [0, 1] at each source s ∈ VS.

Below, the node’s operation is presented at routers, sources, and destinations accord-

ing to the procedure described in Sect. 5.3.1.

Operation of Router

The operation of a router v ∈ V is presented at time tn ∈ T .

Step 1 (Selection of reqtxv ):

If U(tn, v) > 0, the router randomly chooses links up to U(tn, v) from RT d
σ (v) and

requests (σ, d) through the each chosen link. If U(tn, v) < 0, the router randomly

chooses links up to |U(tn, v)| from RT u
σ (v) and requests (σ, u) through the each

chosen link.

Step 2 (Selection of accv):

The router accepts the received requests reqrxv at the following links included in

(reqrxv )−1(Σ × {u, d}):
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• The links a ∈ (reqrxv )−1(Σ × {u, d}) which satisfy {reqrxv (a), reqtxv (a)} =

{(σ, u), (σ, d)};

• Randomly chosen links up to U(tn, v)−Umin(v) from the links a∈(reqrxv )−1(Σ×
{u, d}) which satisfy reqrxv (a) = (σ, u) and reqtxv (a) = σ∅;

• Randomly chosen links up to Umax(v)−U(tn, v) from the links a∈(reqrxv )−1(Σ×
{u, d}) which satisfy reqrxv (a) = (σ, d) and reqtxv (a) = σ∅.

Operation of Source

The operation of a source s ∈ VS is presented at time tn ∈ T . Note that the source

s has only one adjacent link, denoted as a.

Step 1 (Selection of reqtxs ):

The source s requests (σ, d) with probability ps.

Step 2 (Selection of accs):

The source s accepts the received request reqrxs (a) only if the received request is

an up-stream request, i.e. reqrxs (a) = (σ, u), and the source s sends a down-stream

request in Step 1, i.e. reqtxs (a) = (σ, d).

Operation of Destination

The operation of a destination d ∈ VD is presented at time tn ∈ T . Note that the

destination d has only one adjacent link, denoted as a.

Step 1 (Selection of reqtxd ):

The destination d requests (σ, u) with probability pd.

Step 2 (Selection of accd):

The destination d accepts the received request reqrxd (a) only if the received request

is a down-stream request, i.e. reqrxd (a) = (σ, d), and the destination d sends an

up-stream request in Step 1, i.e. reqtxs (a) = (σ, u).

5.4 Numerical Verification

In this section, we numerically verify the network presented in Sect. 5.3.3. The

network structure is shown in Fig. 5.2, where V = {0, 1, · · · , 8}, VS = {s1, s2}, VD =
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Figure 5.2: Network structure given as a mesh graph. This graph is same as the graph
in Fig. 4.2 in Chapter 4.

Table 5.1: Direction of down-stream requests RT d
σ at each router v ∈ V .

v ∈ V RT d
σ (v)

0 {0, 2}
1 {1, 3}
2 {4, 14}

v ∈ V RT d
σ (v)

3 {2, 5, 7}
4 {3, 6, 8}
5 {4, 9}

v ∈ V RT d
σ (v)

6 {7, 10}
7 {8, 11}
8 {9, 15}

{d1, d2}, and A = {0, 1, · · · , 15}. Symbols are transferred by N = 100 steps. The

upper limit and the lower limit of energy in each router v ∈ V are set as Umax(v) =

3 and Umin(v) = −3 respectively. Then, at each router v ∈ V , we have U(tn, v) ∈
{−3,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, 3} for tn ∈ T . The direction of symbols is shown in Tab. 5.1 as

RT d
σ (v) for each router v ∈ V . RT d

σ forbids symbols to move in the left direction in

Fig. 5.2.

Then, we calculate the total supplied energy from sources −U(t100, s1), −U(t100, s2)

and to destinations U(t100, d1), U(t100, d2) with various settings of ps1 , ps2 , pd1 , and pd2 .

The energies are calculated as an average of 100,000 trials.

First, we consider the case in which the up-stream requests and the down-stream

requests are balanced, i.e. ps1 + ps2 = pd1 + pd2 holds. The result is shown in Tab. 5.2.

From the result of the average value, we can find that almost all of up-stream requests

and down-stream requests are satisfied in the network.

Then, we consider the case in which up-stream requests are sent from the destinations

more frequently than down-stream requests of the sources, i.e. ps1 +ps2 < pd1 +pd2 holds

(see Tab. 5.2). From the result of the average value, we can find that almost all of
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Table 5.2: U(t100, v) (v ∈ VS ∪ VD) in the case of ps1 + ps2 = pd1 + pd2．The value of
U(t100, v) is represented as average(standard deviation).

v ∈ VS ∪ VD s1 s2 d1 d2

pv 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
U(t100, v) -100(0.0) -100(0.0) 100(0.0) 100(0.0)

pv 1.00 0.10 0.10 1.00
U(t100, v) -100(0.1) -10(3.0) 10(3.0) 100(0.1)

pv 0.50 0.50 0.70 0.30
U(t100, v) -50(5.0) -50(4.9) 70(4.5) 30(4.6)

Table 5.3: U(t100, v) (v ∈ VS ∪ VD) in the case of ps1 + ps2 < pd1 + pd2．The value of
U(t100, v) is represented as average(standard deviation).

v ∈ VS ∪ VD s1 s2 d1 d2

pv 0.30 0.30 0.70 0.30
U(t100, v) -30(4.6) -30(4.6) 56(5.7) 27(3.8)

pv 0.60 0.00 0.70 0.30
U(t100, v) -60(4.9) 0(0.0) 63(4.0) 21(3.5)

pv 0.00 0.60 0.70 0.30
U(t100, v) 0(0.0) -60(4.9) 52(5.8) 30(4.4)

down-stream requests are satisfied but some up-stream requests are not satisfied. For

example, in the case of ps1 = 0.30, ps2 = 0.30, pd1 = 0.70, and pd2 = 0.30, d1 and d2 will

send up-stream requests 70 times and 30 times respectively in average, but the averages

of the supplied energies are U(t100, d1) = 56 < 70 and U(t100, d2) = 27 < 30. This seems

to be a natural result because of the conservation of energy.

5.5 Discussion on Continuous Dynamics

At last, we take a glance at the corresponding continuous dynamics for future work.

In this section, we consider power packet transfer as wave propagation by averaging

in time. The wave propagation is considered in a series of inductor-coupled resonator.
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Figure 5.3: A series of inductor-coupled resonator with branch.
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Figure 5.4: The relationship between Ka and energy transferred at the branch point.

This is the model of the Schrödinger equation, in which energy stored in each resonator

corresponds to the probability distribution in quantum mechanics, while power flow

corresponds to the probability flux in quantum mechanics [66, 67].

Figure 5.3 shows a series of inductor-coupled resonator with branch. Each branch

line has uniform circuit parameters. In this circuit, we investigate energy transferred

at the branch point. The voltage source generates a sinusoidal wave with a Gaussian

envelope, V (t) = e−(t−τ)2(∆ω)2 sinωct. Here, we set τ = 20 ms, ∆ω = 100 Hz, and

ωc = 11 kHz. Circuit parameters are set as L = La = Lb = 10 mH, C = Ca = Cb = 1 µF,

K = Kb = 25 mH, and Ra = Rb = 100 Ω.

With this setting, a transient analysis is performed using a circuit simulator called
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Ngspice [68] referring to [67]. We evaluate transferred energy at the branch point as

un =

∫ 85 ms

0 ms

vnindt (n ∈ {100, 101, 201}). (5.11)

The integral interval is set to neglect the reflected wave from the each end of the loads.

The relationship between the value of Ka and transferred energies u100, u101, and u201

are shown in Fig. 5.4. Figure 5.4 demonstrates that proportion of energy transferred

toward each end of the load changes with varying the circuit impedance Ka. The result

implies that we could adjust the transferred energy by changing circuit impedance in

the time domain as average.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated the dynamics of energy transfer with power packets in

networks based on the conservation of energy. We mainly considered discrete dynamics

in the formulation of the symbol propagation matrix introduced in Chapter 4. First,

we mathematically represented the discrete dynamics of packetized power and energy

stored in each node. The packetized power and the stored energy satisfy the equation of

continuity. The discrete dynamics are described by the operation of selecting symbols to

be transmitted. Then, we presented the design framework of networks and specifically

the design of node’s operation. The network was designed to separately and individually

manage the up-stream dispatching of required power from destinations and the down-

stream dispatching of supplied power from sources at the symbol level. Here, symbols

to be transmitted were determined by exchanging information between adjacent nodes

in a decentralized manner. The router’s operation was designed to keep stored energy

within a given capacity. It is numerically verified that supply and demand can be met

in the designed network.

Finally, we took a glance at the corresponding continuous dynamics for future work.

Here, power packet transfer is considered as wave propagation by averaging in time. The

numerical result implies that we could adjust the transferred energy by changing circuit

impedance in the time domain as average.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This dissertation addressed the design of electrical energy networks based on power

packetization. We defined power packet as a unit of electric power and mathematically

established the packet-centric framework in which power is digitized and quantized. As a

concluding chapter, we now summarize the contributions of this dissertation and discuss

future directions.

6.1 Summary

In Chapter 2, we presented two studies on router’s operations in the physical layer

before considering power packetization in networks. In the first study, we investigated

the reception of information tags at the receiving router under asynchronous conditions.

By analyzing the asynchronous sampling at the receiving router, we clarified the effect

of detection errors on the density of power packets. In the second study, we investigated

the up-stream dispatching of power at a router with the density modulation of power

packets. We analyzed it by the averaging method and numerically verified that it can

be realized if energy stored in the router is kept at a constant level.

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we presented the packet-centric framework of energy transfer

in networks. Power packet is a unit of electric power transferred by a pulse with an

information tag. In Shannon’s information theory, messages are represented by symbol

sequences in a digitized manner. Referring to this formulation, we introduced symbol in

power packetization as a minimum unit of power transferred by a tagged pulse. Then,
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power packetization is a simultaneous representation of messages and energy with symbol

sequences.

In Chapter 3, energy representation is considered with a set of symbol sequences,

which represent energy as the total amount of energy of symbols. First, we clarified the

condition for existence of energy representation. This shows the limit on accuracy with

which all sufficiently large energy can be represented. Then, we theoretically proved an

asymptotic property. This asymptotic property shows that, as the represented energy

becomes infinite, the frequency of occurrences of a symbol in almost all sequences can be

approximated by the probability determined from the energy of symbols. At last, this

property was numerically verified in representation of finite energy. As theoretical limits

of communication are given in information theory by asymptotic properties with the

length of codewords increasing to infinity, this asymptotic property has a potential to

provide design principles for representing given energy with symbol sequences in power

packet dispatching networks.

In Chapter 4, we considered packetized power in networks for a finite duration.

Symbol propagation matrix (SPM) was introduced as a representation of packetized

power, in which symbols are transferred at links during unit times. Packetized power

is described as network flow in a spatio-temporal structure. Then, we considered the

problem of selecting a SPM in terms of transferability, that is, the possibility to represent

given energies at sources and destinations for the finite duration. To select packetized

power as a network flow problem, we weighted the supplied energy from the sources

and the supplied energy to the destinations (V1), transferred energy at each link during

each unit time (V2), change of stored energy in each router (V3). This problem was

formulated as M-convex submodular flow problem, which is known as the generalization

of the minimum cost flow problem and is solvable. At last, the formulation was discussed

through examples, and the results show that power can be packetized and be controllable

while preserving reasonable properties of power.

In Chapter 5, based on the formulation of the symbol propagation matrix, we consid-

ered the discrete dynamics of energy transfer by designing the operation of nodes. Here,

unlike Chapter 4 in which power flow was globally optimized, symbols to be transmitted

were determined by exchanging information between adjacent nodes. The network was

designed to separately and individually manage the up-stream dispatching of required
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power from destinations and the down-stream dispatching of supplied power from sources

at the symbol level in a decentralized manner. The router’s operation was designed to

keep stored energy within a given capacity. It is numerically verified that supply and

demand can be met in the designed network.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we took a glance at the corresponding continuous dynamics for

future work. Power packet transfer can be considered as wave propagation by averaging

in time. The numerical result implies that we could adjust the transferred energy by

changing circuit impedance in the time domain as average.

6.2 Discussion and Future Work

Defining the power packet as a unit of electric power, we have established the packet-

centric framework in which power is digitized and quantized. This framework is com-

pletely different from the circuit theory, in which power is handled in a continuous man-

ner and is governed by Kirchhoff laws and Tellegen’s theorem [6]. Instead of connecting

multiple sources in parallel to a single bus, we addressed to design a novel electrical

energy network, which processes power according to the number of power packets in a

digitized manner. The author believes that this approach enables us to meet supply and

demand among numerous sources, destinations, and storage units, and to save a signif-

icant amount of energy by utilizing potential energy sources (e.g. regenerative energy

from all motors in a robot) whose energy would otherwise be dissipated as heat. It is a

challenge to design the circulatory system of the machine based on power packetization

and to integrate energy and information, being related to cybernetics which deals with

control and communication in the animal and the machine [12].

In closing, we arrange some future directions and possible extensions of this packet-

centric framework.

When we introduced symbols in the power packetization, we assumed that power

is quantized, i.e. that the energy of each symbol is uniquely determined as a positive

real number. As mentioned in Chapter 3, a load can be treated as resistive with PFC

circuits, and hence power can be discussed in real numbers without lack of generality.

On the other hand, in information theory, sampling theorem generally ensures that a

continuous band-limited signal can be represented as a sum of orthogonal functions, and
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hence as a discrete-time signal [1, 3]. In power packetization, it will be an interesting

future research topic to find a condition for generally ensuring power quantization1.

If energy stored in each router is not kept within a given capacity, we may not be

able to control energy of symbols with density modulation of power packets between

routers. For example, in Sect. 2.2, it was numerically shown that sufficient power can

not be supplied from a router if energy stored in the router decreases. Then, it would

be hard to quantize power. It is also an interesting future research topic to consider

power packetization in transient states such as charging up of the router’s storage. One

approach to handle the transient states is to consider power packet transfer as wave

propagation by averaging in time as in Sect. 5.5.

In this dissertation, the packet-centric framework was considered based on the con-

servation of energy. Especially in Chapters 4 and 5, it was assumed that all energy

exchanges in each node are represented with symbols transferred through the adjacent

links, and hence we obtained the equation of continuity. In practical systems, energy can

be dissipated at links and in nodes, and symbols may not be able to have constant energy

between nodes. These can become “noise” of power packetization, which causes a change

of energy. On the other hand, information theory demonstrates that it is possible to

send information at the channel capacity through a noisy channel with arbitrarily small

error by proper encoding [1]. In power packetization, coping with “noise” is another

future direction.

In networks, energy is transferred with time division multiplexing (TDM) at links and

stored in the corresponding storage unit in routers. Thus, power flow is distinguished

by using the information tag as an index. Considering multiple kinds of power flows, we

can introduce a resource allocation problem of assigning a density of each flow at links2.

1We should note the differences between energy transfer and information transfer. Especially, power
is expressed with a product of a variable and its covariable, which are voltage difference and current in
electrical network, force and velocity in mechanics, and so on. In addition, energy of a single symbol
can be transferred in a variety of ways during a unit time, while the variety itself carries information.

2This problem can be formulated in the framework of the symbol propagation matrix introduced in
Chapter 4.
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Appendix A

Derivations in Chapter 2

A.1 Derivation of Eq. (2.2)

Eq. (2.2) is derived as

Tc⟨τ⟩c = −τ − Tc ⌊−τ/Tc⌋

= Tc ⌈τ/Tc⌉ − τ

= Tc min{j | j ∈ Z ∧ j ≥ τ/Tc}− τ

= min{Tcj − τ | j ∈ Z ∧ Tcj ≥ τ}. (A.1)

A.2 Derivation of Eq. (2.3)

For τ ∈ R, we have

|[τ, Tb + τ) ∩ TcZ|

= |{j ∈ Z | 0 ≤ Tcj − τ < Tb}|

= |{j′ ∈ Z | j′ ≥ 0 ∧ Tc⟨τ⟩c + Tcj
′ < Tb}|

= |{j′ ∈ Z | 0 ≤ j′ < Tb/Tc − ⟨τ⟩c}|

= ⌈Tb/Tc − ⟨τ⟩c⌉

= ⌊Tb/Tc⌋+ ⌈⟨Tb/Tc⟩ − ⟨τ⟩c⌉
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=

⎧
⎨

⎩
⌊Tb/Tc⌋ ⟨τ⟩c ≥ ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ ,

⌊Tb/Tc⌋+ 1 ⟨τ⟩c < ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ .
(A.2)

In addition, we have

⟨Tbk + τi⟩c
= ⟨−τi/Tc − kTb/Tc⟩

= ⟨−τi/Tc − kTb/Tc − ⌊−τi/Tc⌋ − k ⌊Tb/Tc⌋⟩

= ⟨⟨τi⟩c − k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩⟩ . (A.3)

This completes the derivation of Eq. (2.3).

A.3 Derivation of Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6)

First, we derive Eq. (2.4). From Eq. (2.3), the set of symbols sampled ⌊Tb/Tc⌋ times

is represented as

{k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Ki − 1} | ⟨⟨τi⟩c − k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩⟩ ≥ ⟨Tb/Tc⟩}

= {k ∈ {0, · · · , Ki − 1} | ∃l ∈ Z s.t.

⟨Tb/Tc⟩−k+l ≤ ⟨τi⟩c−k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ < 1−k+l}

= {k ∈ {0, · · · , Ki−1} | ∃l ∈ Z s.t. ιl(⟨τi⟩c) = k}. (A.4)

Because we have ι−1(φ) < 0 ≤ ι0(φ) and ιl+1(φ) ≥ ιl(φ) + 1, this set is equal to the set

in Eq. (2.4). This completes the derivation of Eq. (2.4).

Then, assuming ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ ̸= 0 holds, we derive Eq. (2.6). From Eq. (2.3), the set of

symbols sampled ⌊Tb/Tc⌋+ 1 times is represented as

{k ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Ki − 1} | ⟨⟨τi⟩c − k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩⟩ < ⟨Tb/Tc⟩}

= {k ∈ {0, · · · , Ki − 1} | ∃l ∈ Z s.t.

−l ≤ ⟨τi⟩c − k ⟨Tb/Tc⟩ < −l + ⟨Tb/Tc⟩}

= {k ∈ {0, · · · , Ki−1} | ∃l ∈ Z s.t. κl(⟨τi⟩c) = k}. (A.5)
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Because we have κ−1(φ) < 0 ≤ κ0(φ) and κl+1(φ) ≥ κl(φ) + 1, this set is equal to the

set in Eq. (2.6). This completes the derivation of Eq. (2.6).
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Appendix B

Algorithms for M-convex

Submodular Flow Problems

B.1 Cycle-canceling Algorithm

In this section, we provide cycle-canceling algorithm [62] for the M-convex submod-

ular flow problem presented in Eqs. (4.9)–(4.12). For a feasible flow u : T × A→ Z, we
define an auxiliary network as follows. Let Gu = (T × Ṽ , Au) be a directed graph with

vertex set T × Ṽ and arc set Au = A∗
u ∪ B∗

u ∪ Cu consisting of three disjoint parts:

A∗
u = {(t, a) | (t, a) ∈ T × A, u(t, a) + 1 ≤ ĉ(t, a)}, (B.1)

B∗
u = {(t, a)r | (t, a) ∈ T × A, u(t, a)− 1 ≥ č(t, a)}

((t, a)r : reorientation of (t, a)), (B.2)

Cu = {(µ, ν) | µ, ν ∈ T × Ṽ , µ ̸= ν, ∂u− (χµ − χν) ∈ dom f}. (B.3)

We define a function lu : Au → R, representing arc lengths, by

lu(b) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

f(t,a)(u(t, a) + 1)− f(t,a)(u(t, a)) (b = (t, a) ∈ A∗
u),

f(t,a)(u(t, a)− 1)− f(t,a)(u(t, a)) (b = (t, a)r ∈ B∗
u),

f(∂u− χµ + χν)− f(∂u) (b = (µ, ν) ∈ Cu).

(B.4)
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Here, χµ denotes the µ-th unit vector. We refer to (Gu, lu) as the auxiliary network. We

call a directed cycle of negative length a negative cycle. In Sect. 4.3, we use the following

algorithm to solve M-convex submodular flow problem presented in Eqs. (4.9)–(4.12):

1◦ Find a feasible integer flow u.

2◦ If (Gu, lu) has no negative cycle, then stop (u is an optimal flow).

3◦ Let Q be a negative cycle with the smallest number of arcs1.

4◦ Modify u as

u(t, a)←

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

u(t, a) + 1 ((t, a) ∈ Q ∪ A∗
u),

u(t, a)− 1 ((t, a)r ∈ Q ∪B∗
u),

u(t, a) (otherwise),

(B.5)

and go to 2◦.

B.2 Negative Cycle with the Smallest Number of

Arcs

We use a variant of the standard shortest-path algorithm [64] to find a negative cycle

with the smallest number of arcs of a network (G, l), where G = (V,A) is a directed

graph and l : A → R represents arc length. It is enough to consider a simple graph2

G′ = (V,A′), where A′ = {(u, v) | ∃a ∈ A s.t. ∂+a = u, ∂−a = v}. The arc length of G′

is denoted as l : V × V → R and is defined by

l(u, v) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

min{l(a) | ∂+a = u, ∂−a = v} (∃a ∈ A s.t. ∂+a = u, ∂−a = v),

0 (u = v),

∞ (otherwise).

(B.6)

Then, the algorithm is described as following:

1A negative cycle having the smallest number of arcs can be found by a variant of the standard
shortest-path algorithm explained in Appendix B.2.

2A graph without parallel arcs and selfloops.
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1◦ For u, v ∈ V , put p(1)uv ← l(u, v), q(1)uv ← u, h← 1.

2◦ While p(h)vv ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V and h < |V |, repeat (I) and (II):

I. For u, v ∈ V , put

p(h+1)
uv ← min

w∈V
{p(h)uw + p(1)wv}, (B.7)

and

q(h+1)
uv ← argmin

w∈V
{p(h)uw + p(1)wv}. (B.8)

II. Put h← h+ 1.

In the algorithm, p(h)uv is equal to the length of a shortest path from u to v with at

most h arcs. If p(h−1)
uv ̸= p(h)uv for some u, v ∈ V and h ∈ {2, 3, · · · , |V |}, there exists a

sequence of vertices (vj)hj=0 such that v0 = u, vh = v, vj−1 = q(j)uvj for all j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , h},
and the path (v0, · · · , vh−1, vh) = (u, · · · , q(h−2)

uq
(h−1)
uv

, q(h−1)
uv , v) is the shortest path from u

to v with at most h arcs. Therefore, if p(h)vv < 0 for some v ∈ V at some 1 < h ≤ |V | in
the algorithm, the path (v, · · · , q(h−2)

vqvv , q(h−1)
vv , v) is the negative cycle with the smallest

number of arcs.
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